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FOREI,'IORD

This seminar was designed principally to give f ield soil conservators
a better appreciation of the mêchanics of mass mcvement and gully erosion
on soff or shattered rocks in the North lsland of New Zealanã and information
on the various control techniques which have developed fn New Zealand.

Assîstance of the New Zealand Association of Soi I Conservators, lhe
Poverty Bay catchment Board, and al I who contributed is grateful ly
acknow I edged.

A. l^1. Gi bson
Director of l¡later and Soil Conservation
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INTRODUCTION

J. G. McKee
(Poverty Bay Catchment Board)

1.1 MASS MOVEMENT EROSION IN THE GISBORNE DISTRICT

While it is possible to f ind mosf kinds of erosíon tocally, fhe mainworries of the Gisborne district are those associated wifh àeep-seatedinstabi I ity. Th¡s means insfabi t ity of btocks of soi l, subsoi I and rock.whether a soil is a skeletal soil or an ash soî1, it moíei-ãiÀng when therock be I oul moves .

- Therefore, to understand mass movement, a knowledge of different typesof rocks is required rather than soil types.

There are many areas in New Zealand where mass movements are or havebeen experienced bul nowhere etse do they occur to the same extent and sofrequenfly on land where the pofential fór producfion, either for pasforaluse or foresfry, is so high.

L.2 GEOLOGY

Apart from high rainfall totals and frequent infensive rain storms, the
T?i| reasons why tnass movements are so common locally are geological. Onefinds exfensive areas of soft rocks, fhe presence of'crushðd zones and faults,and recent uplifts. Mudstones and argillites are the most common rock types.

The lerm mudstone covers a wide range of rocks with varying ctay contenf.They all react similarty to excessive rain, but their slope ångle and abilityto grow pop lars lessens with lncreasing cláy òontent.

The main arglllite found in the disfrict is Haumurian argil lite orWhangae shale. Some geologists call this material an indurafed mudstonebut the Poverty Bay caichmeñt goardrs soil conservators and engineers preferto use the term argillite. This is because the erosion debris (a softshingle) is so different from that of mudstone. The sofl shingle fromargillite lodges il gutly, stream and river beds, "nil"-ror;";;'the clay andsilt and much of the sand from eroding mudstone is sluiced out fo sea and sooffsite problems are not so greaf.

Mudsfones like those in this district can be seen scattered throughoutZealand. There are large areas .in Hawkes Bay, wairarapa, Kint countryRangilikei, and patches in Canterbury and on ín" road between MossburnLake Te Anau.

1.3 EROSION CONTROL

Because the causes of erosion associated with mass movement are sodifferent from those of fhe classical sheet - rill - gullt;;;;ion, the controlmethods used are also different. (The exception is afforestation).
To illustratg tfL. poinl one of the principle concepfs of soil conservationis that runoff should bä restricted uy 

"hcouiuiing infiltration, but here webelieve the subsoil and rocks shouro be kept as-orf as possibl;.

New
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Pasture management techniques of oversowîng, topdressing and control led
grazing could possibly have some influence in controlling mass movement or
deep-seated erosion, but the logic is tenuous. 0n the other hand, it is
easy to demonstrate the effect trees and debris dams have. For this reason,
fhese are the tools the Poverty Bay Catchment Board have developed strongly.
A brief discussion on each is included in this paper.

ln some ways discussions al this stage on erosion control techniques
are premature as shortly fhere is fo be a survey carried out by council and
board slaff to correlate land inventory and erosion with categories of erosion
contro I techn iques.

1.4 AIMS OF EROSION CONTROL

ln November 197'l the board set out îts works objeclives and these
summarise the reasons why erosion control is altempled. Broadly the aim is
to assist farrners to farm their land better and generally reduce deterioration
of fhe land.

l,4ore spec i f i ca I ly the object ives are:

(a) To prevent fhe destruction of assets - slock, fences, tracks, pastures
etc., by slope instability.

(b) To increase useable grazing areas, particularly in winter and early
spring when soft boggy ground conditions prevent full use of pasfure.

(c) To improve the work outpuf of farm staff (reduce labour costs) by making
such tasks as mustering and ridíng around inspecling animals less
frusÌrating and time-consuming. Experience has shown thaf this is most
appreciated by farmers. Providing a safe gul ly crossing over which
sheep move easi ly is an example.

(d) To improve pasture cover of the soil on slips, slumps and raw gullies
especially in sofl sandsfone and argillite land, and so reduce sheel
and rill erosion.

(e) To allow more intensive farming by possible new fencing, better slock
control and greater stock manipulation e.g. mob stocking etc.

(f) To reduce the amount of erosion debris, and ils effecfs, in streams,
rivers and occasional ly drains.

(g) To reduce fhe adverse effect on public roads and bridges of erosion debris
and hi I lside instabi lily.
Priority of these objectives on individual farms will vary and will be

determined by greafest potential benefit.

1.5 USE OF TREES

The chief lools for erosíon control on deep-seated instability are willows,
poplars and conîfers (mainly radiata). While their value for this purpose was
evident long before fhe catchmenl board came into being, there are still big
gaps in our knowledge of how fo use lhem to the best advantage.
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Basic knowledge on how species and varieties compare regarding water
upfake and soi l-holding abi I ity has yet to be delermined. However, over
fhe years, by observation and lrial and error, teclrniques to aid tree
esfablishment and the general densities for free planting on different rock
types have been discovered.

It is bel ieved lhat trees control deep-seated erosion by evapotranspíration
(pumping out water from the subsoil and rock), holding blocks of soil logether
with their roots, and slowing down the rate of runoff. The first two effects
apply to all trees whether close or open planted, while the last applies only
to a forest. There is also some suggestion thaf subsoil shear strength is
sfronger below trees than when there are no trees.

Since 1960 New Tealand Forest Service has been planting conîfers in
some of the worst eroding areas with the object of creating a productive/
protective forest.

0n land deemed suitable for pasloral use, the trees planted are mainly
pop lars and wi llows.

1.6 DEBRIS OR CHECK DAMS

Debris dams are frequenlly used fo assîst the control of mass movements
when the movements are associafed wifh a gully, as they usually are. The
dams are relatively simple sfructures which catch eroded debrîs f lowing down
a gully and form a flat terrace and a wider channel above the dam.

Many soil conservators have an aversion to using debris dams. lt stems
sometimes from past unfortunate experiences and sometimes from the belief thaf
dams are unnecessary if the catchmenÌ is properly Ireated. ln this disfrict,
even with the ultimate in calchment treatment, i.e. afforestation, this is a
moot poínt.

ln fhe Gisborne district it has long been recognised that some form of
channel control was necessary, as without protection during rain storms,
poles planted near the gully were either ripped out by the bed degradîng or
pushed over by side slopes slumping into the channel.

It was not until 1965, however, that a reliable design of debris dam
became available. This debris dam was evolved by J. R. Gair,Officer-in-
Charge of the Ruatoria area, and now several thousands have been buîlt in
gullies of varying rock type, wilh grades up to 1 in 5, in calchments of over
120 hectare, and in areas where high intensity rains (say over 100 mm in 24
hours) are common. lt is interesting to note that side squeeze from col lapsing
slopes, and boulders and logs washing down the gullies, have caused more problems
fhan high run-off rates.

The present approach to the use of debris dams is more cautious than
lhal of two or three years ago because there is betfer knowledge of the
conditions where dams are likely to fail. Adopting a debris dam of good
design is important, but ¡t is probable that some of the following conditions
which perlain to the dislrict have contributed to the success in Gisborne:

(a) Most eroding gullies have a considerable debris load which quickly f ills
up the sforage volume behind the dam. A newly constructed empty dam is
more vulnerable than a debris-f illed one.
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(b) The debris is usual ly of varying diameter slze, compacts quickly'
and remains trapPed.

(c) The debris is relative ly ferti le and vegetation quickly estab I ishes,
further binding the material together.
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF EARTH I'OVEMENTS

R. K. Smith
(Ministry of I'lorks)

2.L INTRODUCTION

A number of altempts have been made in the past to classify earth
movemenfs - Campbell (1951) Dury (1959) Howard (1968) Sharpe (,l958).
However, all these classif ications are descriptive wifhout beíng def inilive.
Alrnost invariably recent workers have based their classif icafions on fhe
work of C. F. S. Sharpe (1938) which, though a pioneering efforf is largely
inappropriate for erosion conTrol. The most valuable part of Sharpets work
is its provision of a system of general terms describing types of mass
movement, simi lar to the morphological terms developed by W. M. Davis for
describing the landscape. Sharpers sysfem, while having litf le practical
value for analysis, does give a broäd classif ication which can be developed
by field measuremenf wifh calegories based on topographical and soil physical
characteristics.

A major problem in lhe past, and also in the present, is the lack of a
suifable fechnical language applying to all disciplines concerned with earth
movement studies. For instance, a geomorphologisf tries to classify a
movement as a slip, slump, flow etc., while an engineer calls a movement aslip, slide or, generally, slope failure. News media lend to describe all
as landslides, while the layman classif ies with a few basíc adjectives, the
nature and complexífy of which are usually governed by the educational back-
ground and the degree of inconvenience caused by lhe earth movement.

A systematic method lo classify types of earth movenent is clearly
required, to ensure that all persons engaged in erosion study and erosion
control programmes will be certain to undersfand each ferm and be ahle to
duplicate a set of measures and arrive at the same classification as another
worker in the same field. To do this, the description must be objective
not subjective; thaf is, it must rely on nìeasurement, not the optical
judgement of an observer.

Remember that fhe ferms provided by Sharpe are only the broad base for
the final classificafion. This paper does nof propose to set out a
universal ly appl icable system for classifying earfh movements, but rather to
give some of fhe methods available for analysís of erosíon and hill slope form.

2.2 I'IORPHOMETRY

This is fhe technique of converting hi I I slope and drainage
characferistics into data which can be used statistically to aésess relation-
ships between various parameters. lt ís a matler only of changing the scale,
and selecting suitable parameters to study a particular type of-eartn n'ovemení,
and the data so collected may then be used lo assess and cafegorise fhe typeof movemenf. lt is important to understand that this type oi study will'not
supply an immediate remedy buf it will give lhe investigator some idea of the
basic relationships and also point to any factors in the type of nrovement that
need further invesligafion. Thus, if soi I physical properties are included
in the parameters under study, their main value is statistical analysis.
Should fhe data suggest fhat these parameters are important in eausing movement
fhen a study of the forces developed or reduced in the earth mass might begin.

2.
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Of what practical use is this approach? I will oufline an example
of what can be done, using the Poverty Bay-Easl Coast area. ln this area
there have already been considerable assessments by eye of the extent of
erosion using fhe general categories of _slip, slump, earth f low, and gully.
OrByrne (1967) offered a general description of lhe areas where each form
of erosion was prone to occur, but without conclusive supporting evidence.
Recently a rnrphomefric analysis of the area was commenced which will attempt
to show the overall characteristics of the area and compare them with those
of areas affected by various forms of erosion. The method being used was
developed f rom a pîlot study of the distribution of earth f lows in relation
to morphological characteristics (Smith 1972). As the survey is broad and
general, the paramefers chosen are equal ly broad. They înclude slope angle,
orientatîon, altitude, rock type, vegetation, erosion type and geological
structure. The pi lot study, which did not consider vegetation, indicated
thal there was a distinct relationshíp between the occurrence of earthflows
and slope, rock fype, altitude and geological structure. The aim of the
present study is to assess the olher forms of erosion in the same way and
consequently, by means of field checks, draw a map showing the areas at
present subject to erosion and also those which are merely potential problem
areas. Apart from the obvious economic importance, the map should provide
a useful reference for future conservation planning. However, the map is
real ly a by-product. The above parameters are obviously suitable for
attacking an erosion problem in a general sense but do not help to
characterise the individual types of erosion. The rest of this lecture wîll
suggesf measurements which may be found useful for studying various types of
erosion. Not all the parameters menf ioned will be applicable for all erosion
phenomena, since lhe very nature of some measurements limifs their usefulness.

2.3 EROSION CLASSIFICATION PARAMETERS

2 .3.1 Identi f i cati on

It is of utnrost importance thaf the movement be identifîed. A system
of identification should be developed wifhin the region under study so that
all movements are numbered. Af all times fhe movement should be referred lo
by lhe number rather lhan the name. By this means all works on individual
farm plans can be recorded separately. The sysfem can be a number, letter,
or number and letter combination. Possibly the mosl sîmple is a number with
a letter suff ix followed by a number in Roman numerals which wì ll indicate
lhe nature of the problem. For instance, movemenf number 101 E lll could
mean thaf slope failure number 101 is an earthflow of type fhree.

2.3,2 Linear parameters

(a) Lensth

Three measurements of length may be useful in classifying an earth
movement. First is the longest diamefer, which is the longest distance
which can be measured on the movement. lt is not necessarily the longesf
dlstance down slope nor necessarily measured parallel to the direction of
movemenf.

Second is the profile length. This is the length down slope and
paral lel to the direction of movement. The location of the prof ile survey
line is central to the movement, beîng equidistant from either side.
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As the profile length is nol likely to apply to the study of eroding
gullîes, a third measure is necessary, and thîs is the stream channel profile.
It is located in the centre of the sfream channel following the longest
fributary. Whi le this measure is being made, height informatîon should be
collected to enable an assessrnent of stream gradients. The gradient
information will be useful in designing control structures, and, should the
structures fail, it may be possible to ascertain if this factor caused fhe
fai I ure.

(b) h,idth

This measuremenl of earth movement is more d¡ff¡cult to obtain.
Obvíously the f igure must be realisllc but ¡t is diff icult to ascertain on
an irregularly shaped object. Also, if lhe longest díameter is not al right
angles to the movement, then the direction taken for lhe width measurement
will not be consistent as each observer will probably have different ideas.
The width measurements proposed here are an attempt to surmount this problem.

All width measureßìenÌs should be taken at right angles to either the
profí le length or the stream channel profi le. Two consistent measurements
may then be obtained; the maximum and average width. Obviously lhe naximum
widlh is easily obtained. The average width, if derived by the method
proposed here, produces a figure which in most cases, will be realistic. Lel
the profile length be divided info 100 sections, each segmenl being one percent
of the total distance. The average width may then be determined by measuring
fhe actual width of the movement at the 16,50, and 84 percentile distances
from the point of origin of the profile. Add the three figures so obtained
and divide by three to give lhe average width. The percentile distances have
been selected to allow as much distance as possible between the sampling points,
yel also provide a realistic figure. For instance, if the 5 and 95 percentiles
were used, a serious under-estimate could result lhough rapid tapering of the
movement at the extremities. Simî larly, if the points were closer to the
centre, near the 50 percenfîle, an over-estimale could occur. The width of
the stream channel in the bottom of a gully can be obtained in a similar manner.
For the installation of confrol structures, however, a considerably more
detai led survey should be underfaken.

(a) Depth

The depth of an earth movement is the vertical distance from the edge of
lhe stable material on either side to the bottom of the movernent. The maximum
depth and the average depth can be determined in the same way as the width.
ln a gully this is simple. However, it is more diff icult to assess depth
in an earthflow. Al present there is no satisfaclory equipment which is
easi ly portable, and so this parameter is not determined accurately. The
present method uses a probe simi lar lo a gum spear.

2.3.3 Slope parameters

Probably the most importanl general site parameters are lhose deal ing
wifh slope angle. Earth movemenfs may occur on specific slopes as indicated
by the pilot study of earthflows in the Poverty Bay-Easl Coast region. The
angle of hi I I slope can be measured easi ly wifh an abney level. Possibly,
however, the type of slope near the head of a movement is more important.
Slopes here should be measured both on plan and prof ile. This should show
whefher lhe movement occurs on a spur end, concave basin, an irregular or
straight slope. Thus, three evenly spaced slope measurements must be made
across the slope immediafely above the head of the movemenl, each noting the
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angle and dîrection of slope. Simi larly, the nafure of the slope în prof i le
may be found by taking at least three Íìeasurements of angle from the ridge
crest to the head of the movement. ln both cases the slope angle and the
nature of the slope musf be noted. For example the plan slope may be concave
at 10 degrees and the profile slope straight at 7 degrees.

Having found the nature of the hill slope, details of the movement must
be determined. ln the case of an earthflow the overall slope and fhe central
prof île informaf ion îs practically all fhat can be obtained. With a gully
not only is the stream channel slope important but the side slopes may also
display characteristics that could indicate the degree of instabi lity and
hence the probable success or fai lure of contnol techniques. Other than
direct measuremenl of the side slopes, the determination of the length of side
slopes at the 16, 50 and 84 percenti le points menf ioned earlier gives a nìeasure
of the lengfh of overland surface flow of water. This information could be
useful should surface erosion processes be found fo be one of the major factors
in the development of a gully.

2.3.4 Lithological parameters

0f lhe many lilhological parameters which could be examined, probably
the most important for the design of control structures ís the grain size
characteristics of the debris in the stream channels. Besides their use in
assessing the forces which can develop in the gully channel, the sediment
characteristics may be the nrost useful parameter available in classifying
different types of gully. Laler, samples may be taken to analyse lhe chemical
composition of the maferial, but for an initial classif ication fhis is probably
nof necessary.

2.3.5 General parameters

This section will describe other aspects of earlh movements which can be
used for a classificalion.

One îs the distance of the movement from the ridge crest. ln the
Poverty Bay-Easl Coast region there is a tendency for earthflows fo occur in
the upper half of the slope. Though this is not proven, it is possible fhat
this fype of movement may develop within a restricted area of lhe slope.
lf so the information can lead to protective planling in secfions of lhe hill
slope with potenlial hazard.

Anolher parameter in overseas I iterature shows that varíatîons in forms
can occur depending on whefher the slope is sunny or shady. So the
orientation of the hill slope where movements occur may indicate which slopes
are susceptible fo different forms of erosion.

Vegetation, it is claimed, mây influence the type and form of erosion.
lf this is so, measurement of the vegetation fype, density, heighf, and main
associations could be of value in developing fhe characteristics of an earth
rnovement.

Finally, two other characteristics may be calculated from the above
information. These are the form factor and the circularity ratio. Both
are measures of the shape of a movement. The form factor is simply the widlh
(average) divided by the length which gives a figure ranging between zero and
one. The circularity ratio is calculafed by dividing the area of the feature
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by the area of a circle having the same length of perimeter as the movement.
This calculation once agaîn gives a figure ranging between zero and one; a
result of one indicates a circular feature while the lower vafues suggesf
far more irregular shapes. 0f the two, the form factor is probably the
most useful, and is definitely the most easily calculated.

2.4 CONCLUSION

The parameters given here are not exhaustive, buf wìll probably be
sufficient to establish the basic characteristics of various forms of earlh
movements, and enable the major forms of mass movement, as defined by Sharpe,
to be divided into sub-groups. This will help to establish lhe form of
conf rol rnost likely to be successf ul în each category of earth movement.
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3. SOIL AND FLUID MECHAI'¡ICS PRINCIPLES
IN MASS MOVEMENT EROSION

D. J. Painter
(N.2. AgrÍcuìtural Engineering Institute)

3.1 INTRODUCTION

It is important fo understand mass movemenl erosion in New Zealand
because ¡t is so extensive - nearlY 30ll of the total land area is estimated
to have been affecfed (see Land lJse Capahilitg Hondbook) - and because so
much is now being spent on mitigating its effects.

Mass movemenf erosion occurs in a variety of forms which often appear
to be a complex combination of more simple forms. This leads to dlfficulty
in identification and confusion in terminology, especial ly of compound types.

Much of the complexity observed ln the field is a result of the rapid,
place-to-place varíafion in properties of natural ly-deposited soi I and rock
on hîll slopes, and of the variation in local topography and moisture content.
These tend to obscure the relatively straightforward principles involved in
the accelerated down-slope movement of soil and rock materials that is mass
movement erosion.

The principles are explained in this paper, by avoiding mathematical
treatment and concenl'rating on a physical description by analogy and diagram.
An introduction only is provided, treating simpl ified types of movemenf.
ll will give a basis for explanalion of f ield observalions and consideration
of control methods. References are suggested to provide further reaciing on
lhe properties of soil and rock, and to extend lhe topic fo include other
forms of mass movemenl erosion, the principles involved, and analyses of
stabi I ity and movement.

Descriptions of solid sliding, liqu¡d f low, dry granular f low and
selected properties of soil and cohesive rock provide the basis for subsequent
discussion of slips, slumps, slides and f lows.

3.2 SOLID SLIDING

3.2.1 Cause of s'l i di ng

Fig. 1 illusfrates the forces on a solid body resting under its own weight
on a solid boundary, e.g. a concrefe block on a concrete slab. With the forces
in balance, the block wi ll not change ils posîtion, i.e. a block at rest as in
f ig. 1(a) and 1(b) wi I I remain at resl. 0n a lrorizontal slab, the weight (il)
of the block is exaclly balanced by the upward reaction (B).

When the slab is tilted, bul not enough to make fhe block slide, the
block stays af rest because the frictional force (r') between block and slab
is enough to balance that parl (il sin cr) of the weight which acts down-slope;
the reaction (R), which acts at right angles to the slab, balances the rest
(il cos o) of the weight.

By tilting the slab past a cerfain angle (0), the block is made to slide,
fig. 1(c). This happens because fhe part (H sin a) of the weight acting
down-slope ineneq,,ses as the slope sfeepens, the part (W cos a) which holds
the block onto the slab decreases, and the fricfional force whîch can be
dorrolnnad dononde di na¡f lv nn î¡rqf hnw hard fho hlnck iq held onto lhe slab.
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(a)

F=Wsin ¿
R =Wcos o¿

F=Wsin¿
R=Wcoso¿

*Fig. I : Forces on a concrete block on
horizontalìV (b) at rest at an
an angle greater than o

a concrete slab (a) at rest
angle less than e (c) sliding at

ln other words, the maximum frictional
equals a constant (which depends on the kind
by the reacfion between those surfaces (how

ln symbols:

FmaX=mXR

z is the rcoefficíent of fricfiont for the two
measured by the tangent of the angle (0, say)
occur,

m=tan
(There are,
s I ightly).

force which can be developed
of surfaces in contact) multipl ied

hard they are held together).

il)
surfaces in contact, and can be

at which sl idíng is just about to

ee)
in fact, rstaticr and rslidingr f riction coef f icients which dif f er

*Al I figures in fhis paper drawn bv B. Earnshaw
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3.2.2 Stress, strength and velocity distributions during sliding

Further explanation will be easier if these terms are defined now.

Since the coefficient of fricfion depends on lhe nature of the surfaces in
conTact, a big heavy concrete block will begin to slide at the same time
as a smaller lighter concrete block with the sane surface, as the biock
is lilted, i.e. the angle of tilt required to move both will be lhe same.

ln each case, the rubbing action occurring between block and slab is
the same over lhe whole surfaóe in contact and can be consídered on a runit
areaf basis. For example, the fricfion force pen unít area in contact is
a shean stress,

area

Likewise, the reaction (R) can be considered uniform over the area in contact;
a normaL stress (or often, rpressure?),

Equation (1) described the maximum friclîonal force developed in terms
of the coefficienl of friction for the surfaces in contact and lhe reaction
between them. lt can be put on a unit area basis by divÎding each side
(Fmu,. and Ã) by the area ín contact, and becomes

F ur.
area

or

Smax=mxp

This is usual ly written,

Smax=ptan0

using equation (2), i.e. the shear stress between the two surfaces equals the
normãl sfress between them mulfiplied by a constant, which is measured by the
tangent of the angle at which sl iding sfarts.

lf a block slides down a slope steeper lhan the rangle of f rictionr (e),
only a certain shear stress (.9¡¿¡) can be generated, dependîng on the normal
stress Q) between the two surfaces, and for a sliding block it is not enoug-h

to preveñt lhe block from accelerating down slope - the shear stress appLied'
due to that part of the weight acting down slope, is greater lhan the resisting
shear stress (,gmax) due to fricfion. This maximum value of the shear stress
which can be deüð-l'opeO between block and slab cor¡ld equally well be called the
shear strength of the inferface:

SS = p tan 0

This shear stress applied is distribufed as in fig. 2(b); i+ is zero at
the top of the block and increases towards the contact surface, where the whole
of the down-slope part of the weight is considered, spread as usual over the
area in contact.

¡)_

Rn=-E area

R=mx
a rea

(3)
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The shear stnength of the concrefe might be sorething llke lOq f¡lopascals,
whereas the maximum frictional shear rstrengtht between block and slab would
be more I ike 0.5 k¡ lopascals.

Fig. 2(a) illustrates a veloclty distribution, l.e. a simple tuniformt
disfribution for the block moving as a solid body.

c-/r*

H EIGHT

(b)

Fig. 2 : Distribution of (a)
concrete block slidi

SHEAR STRESS

velocity and (b) apptied shear stress of a
ng on a concrete slab

3.3 LTQUTD FL0hr

The most commonly encountered I iquid is water. Two major differences
from the concrete block case should be noted:

(a) The water has no shear strength inifally; layers start sliding one over
the other as soon as a shear stress is applied.

(b) Water very close to the sol id surface is stationary.

The forces on the small fblockf of water in fig. 3 can be compared with
those on the solid block in f ig. 1. Clearly, the water would f low at any
uetg emaLZ slope angle; the tangle of frictionr, and therefore the rcoefficient
of f ricliont, are zero.
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HEIGHT

Fig. 3 : Forces on a small 'block' of water when it is (a) at rest
horizontally (b) in a flow down a slope

But the frictional foz,ces or styesses are not zero. lt is found that
they depend on the tviscosifyr (stickiness) of the wafer, and on how quickly
the water velocity changes with height above the sol îd surface. (Compare

water-skiing in very shallow, or in quite deep, water). Water has no shear
strength when stationary, as slated; the shear stress developed at a sol id
surface by a 50 cm depth of waler flowing down a 1 in 100 slope would only
be about 0.03 ki lopascals. The shear stress appLied due lo the down-slope
part of the weight, f ig. 4(c), is distributed as for a solid body, although
fhe strength to cope wÌth this applied stress is quite dîfferent to the solld
body case.

Water which is near the solid surface is the water most affected by its
presence and layers further away are able fo slip over layers beneath them
more rapidly, as fig.4(a) shows. ln nature, such rlaminarr flow (smooth
flow of one layer over another) only happens when the flow is very shallow,
very slow, or both. Flows are more oftenfturbulentr, in which the layerlike

RESS

tb)
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flow becomes disrupted and fhe random wanderings of fluid particles tend
to even out velocities; faster movlng water from near the air surface may
drop down and tend to speed up water near the solid surface, and vice versa.
The resulf is a f latter velocity distribulion as in fig. 4(b), although fhe
velocity must still fall to zero at the solid boundary.

HEI G HI

50

SPEED
" 
rr/ ,".

HEIG HT

SHEAR STRESS

(.)

velocity, (b) turbulent velocity and
a flow of water down a slope

Fig. 4 : Distribution of (a) laminar
(c) applied shear stress in

3.4 DRY GRANULAR FLOl^l

- Dry sand or soil aggregates come under this heading. Fig., 5(a)
illustrates that when the frictional force (F) which can be devêloped on the
sloping surface (full line) is'insuf f icient to balance lhe down-slope part
of the particle?s weight (W sin c), lhe particle moves until the forces on
it are in balance, and the pile of granular material lakes on the shape
illustrated by the broken lines. This slope is reproduced in fig.5(b),
and lhe angle $ is the so-called f angle of internal f rictioni or f angle of
repose I .

SPEED
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T
I
I
¡

F 'W sin a

F =W sin Ø
R =Wcos Ø

Fig. 5 : Forces on a particle on the surface of a Pi'!e.of .dry granules

iã)-"ñ.n the'sides are too steep to be nraintained by friction'
(b) at the angìe of rePose

It is the balance of F, .R, and W on the slopes of the pi le which deter-
mine whether a pã.ii"le stairs Ìn place or moves; a sloping base, as shown by

the broken line in fig. 5(b) would not affect the balance apart from the
changed condîtions at the toes.
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lf a dry, non-cohesive, granular materíar were laid on a slope equalto the effective angle of friction* it would be on lhe point of rncfion.
The applied shear stress disfribution, as shown in f ig. 6, would be similarto fhose in fhe previous cases buf the shear stnength would vary throughouf
the height of material. Unlike the uniform shear strengfh with¡n the
concrete block, the shear strength of the granular material depends markedly
on the normal stress (the rpressuret) in the material, and henðe varies
between fhe extremes of material near the air surface, and that buried down
near the solid boundary. !,lithout justifying it here, equaf ion (4) can be
written down for this case:

SS=ptanö

HEIGH T

G)

Fig. 6 : Distribution of applied shear stress in a fìow of dry granules
down a sìope

. !t is not possible at thls stage lo illustrate velocity and shear stressdistributions within dry, granular material when it begins ío f low (e.g.
because of an lncrease in slab angle). These ure rorð comptex than iñ tnesolid sliding or liquid f low caseè, and discussion of them will be deferreduntil the general case of stress-slrength-movement considerations in soil
has been dlscussed.

3.5 SOIL AI\ID COHESIVE ROCK

lf we are now fo consider soil in bulk, then the effects of water, of
cohesion of soîl aggregates adding to the frlctional shear strength, aÁd of
materials whose properties change with time, and from place to place, must
al I be introduced. Whi le therè are many compl ications and difïerences fromthe previous cases, even without the effects of surface vegetation, let us
look at some simi larities:

Strictly, this
of other comp I

equiva lent.

i s not fhe same as the
icafions, but for this

internal frictiont because
they can be taken as

tang le of
descri ption
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(a) lf there is a rfirm baset (e.g. parent rock) or a fracture surface lhere
might be a sudden change in shear strength, similar fo that occurring
between a solid boundary and the concrete block, water or dry granules
of previous cases. lf there is not, there will probably at least be a

surface where failure is most likely to occur under cerlaîn stress
conditions, although its location might nol be known.

(b) There is still the balance of stresses (or forces) which dictate whether
any particular rblockr of soil wîll shÎft, or stay still: its weight,

. the normal stresses (rpressuresr) on it from neighbouring soi I leaning
on ît, and shear stresses (friction) which can be set up from any tendency
of soil around if to move along ils walls. The weight of the block is
no longer conslanf,as water contenl changes; nor is the shear strength
constant - it depends both on the water content and on hou ll¡e block is
being stressed.

(c) There are known relationships between stresses set up and the movement of
the various kinds of soil, just as there are for solids sliding or water
f lowing down a slope. However, the relationships for soi I are not so
s imp le; there are four mai n prob I ems:

(i) Naturally occurring soils have properties varying
to spot even over a relatively smal I volume, say
they are markedly inhomogeneous, unl ike water or

(ii) Even for homogeneous masses of atsilt loamr), the reLatíonships
on the sfresses fhemselves, the
the movement started, hydraulic

widely from spot
a hillside. i.e.
sand.

particular soil (e.g. rclayr, rsilfr,
between stresses and movement depend
nature of lhe movement, fime since
properties of the soi l, etc.

(iii) Finding the relationships experîmental ly is much more compl icated
for soils than for, say, elastic or rigid materials.

(iv) As the water content of a soil changes, many importanl properfies
such as weight ancj shear strength also change. Thus rainfal I and
changes in groundwater levels have Ìmportant consequences.

3.5.1 Soil propertÍes

No more than a brief description of certain terms needed in other sections
can be given under this heading - one which is the subject of numerous terls
(see references 1 or 6) and university courses. An adequate discussion must
include soi I rgrainr, taggregatet and rbulkr properties, seen from chemical,
mechanîcal and hydraulic poinfs of view, t index propertiesi of soils and soil
classification.

The fol lowing terms are i I lustrated by fig. 7:

(a) SoíL uLtimate partieLes may be clay, silt or sand according to their size.

(b) SoíL aggnegates are individual tpiecesr, consisting of ultimate particles
cemented togefher, wifh water and other chemicals present.

{c) SoíL struetute depends on the size distribution of the aggregates.

(d) SoiL porea are the air- and/or water-containing gaps between aggregates.
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(e) Ponosity is the volume of pores divided by the total volume of soit;
it is about 25% to 50f for nafural sand.

(f) Water eontent is the weight of water dîvíded by the oven-dry weight
of soil.

(g) Ðegree of saturatíon is
Pores.

(h) SpeeLfie ueight is fhe
vol ume.

fhe volume of waler divided by the volume of

weight of soi I plus wafer divided by the total

AGGREGATES

WATER & AIR

UTTIMATE
PARTIC t

SOIL SURFAC E

Fig. 7 : Soil particles, aggregates and pores

3.5.2 Stress-strength-movement

lf a weight is placed on a block of rubber it deforms slightly, and
develops a nornaL stress to provide the reaction which supporfs the weight.
Removing the weight allows fhe rubber to return to its original shape.
A second weight, equal to the first and placed on lop of it, would require
twice the normal stress to be devèloped in the rubber block, and the rubber
block would deform furlher before it developed the necessary stress within
itself to support the applied stress (load per unit area). ln fact, an
ideally elaslic solid would deform Laíee as far for Lttiee the stress - 1 cm
downward for a block 100 cm high would be a straín o'f 1/100 = 0.01. This
behaviour gives a stress-slrain graph I i ke fig. 8(a).

Similarly, by cementing pads Ìo a rubber block and pulling sideways to
try to sheav the block, a shear stress is developed in the block to resisf.
Fig. 9 shows the general system of stress which can be applied to a block;
6 normal and 12 shear slresses.

A block of soil somewhere on a hiltside has, in general, the same sorts
of slresses applied to it. Some may be absent, e.g. a block al the surface
mighl have neither shear nor normal stress on its top surface. Howeveî, a
soil block doesnot behave like lhe rubber block. For some very small applied
stress it might deform, and then rsprîng backr, but for a grealer stress it will
yíeLd, and keep deforming with no further stress being applied. Fig. 8(b)
shows two ways in whîch real soi ls behave.

E5
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ST RESS

Fig. I : Stress-strain behaviour of (a) elastic material, (b) soits

NORMAI STRESSES

SHEAR STRESSES

on a cubical block

tb)

Fig. 9 : The general system of stresses
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How can we assess the sheat strength of a soil? For sandy soils one
can measure the shear stress at which a sample fyieldst when held together
by a staled applied normal stress. However, clay soils lend lo fcreept -
they can fail at an applied shear sfress below the yield stress if given
enough time. So the shear strenglh can depend upon how quickly the soils
are deformed.

Equation (3) showed that the shear strength between a concrete block
and concrete slab depended on Ìhe frîctional nature of the materials
(represented by tan 0) and the applied normal sfress (p). Simílarly, for
dry granular materials equatîon (4) included an expression of the frictional
nature of the materials (represented by tan {) and the applied normal stress
(p).

For a soil, the effects of the frictional nature of the soil aggregates
and of fhe applied normal sfress are similar to the previous cases where:

shear strengfh (S,9) depends on p tan Qr.

0tagain represents the frictîonal nature of the material, but is not quite
as straightforward as the angles previously considered (0 or 0).

Two further effects become important with soil: cohesion G, is the
shear strength due to inter-particle altraction in clays and other forms ofrstickinessr; lt is the shear strength remaining when soil or rock partîcles
are not being pushed together (effecfive normal stress is zero). Pore-uater
p?essure (z) makes a negative contribution to shear strength by reducing the
applied normal stress - i.e. ít tends to hold particles apart and prevenf
the full frictional effecl from taking place as particles move one over another.

The most comñþnly-used answer to the question above - what is the shear
strengfh of a soil - is called lhe Mohr-Coulomb relationship, equation (5),
and is i I lusfrated in fig. 10.

SS=C+Q rz)tangr (5)

Equation (5) summarîses the concept: that the shear strength depends on
the frictional nature of fhe maferials and how hard they are held together
in much the same way as fhe concrete block or dry granular cases; and that
cohesion and pore-water pressures (which did not come into the previous cases)
add their effects to soi I shear sfrength.

SHEAR STRENGTH

( p- u ) EFFECTIVE NORMAT STRESS

tria 1^ . TL^ M^L- 
^^..1^-L -^l ^¡.:i--L:- 6^- ^L--.^ -r---- -rr 
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3.5.3 Pore-water pressure

Many people have fdiscoveredr for themselves what Archimedes ls said
to have noted 2,200 years ago - that lhey feel lighter in their bath lhan
out of ¡+. The rblockr of water in fig. 3(a) must have a higher normal
stress (pressure) on its base than its top lo balance its weight and keep
it slationary. lf the fblockf of water is replaced by something of
different weîghl, The same difference in normal stress is available to
provide a net upward force. (Thus, while most of us still sink ln water,
we are buoyed up, and a balloon is of course propelled upwards).

The pressure in stationary water, or water standing around fairly large
stones or coarse sand, increases in straight line fashion with depth (fig.-
3(a)). The inler-particle pores in soiI can be so small lhat other effácts
lead to pore-water pressures whfch can be either above or below that of free
water at the same depth.

Fig. 1 1 shows how the app I ied norma I slress (p ), acting on a particu lar
seclion of soil (area a), ls opposed by the stress between parlicles in
contact (pp), with its very snaLl area of application hù, and by the pore-
water pres-sure (z), which has a Latge area of applicatio'n (a - ap), almost
equal to the whole area of fhe secf ion. Algebraically, the balãnce belween
applied and resisting forces (stress multiplied by area) is:

pa=ppa,ruh-g)

Elevation Ãt B B

INTER-PARTICLE CONTACT
AREAS

Plan at AA
Fis. 11 : Inter-particle contacts and pore-water
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The effectiue nonnaL stpess is what holds the particles together and
conlributes to the frïctional effect; ¡t is treated as if it were dístributed
uniformly over the whole area of the section (ø) as an aue?age lnter-particle
force. lt is thus the total force between particles in contact pn a,, divided
by the area of the section and can be found from lhe equation abo-r/e: r

Ppap=e,-ut-oþ)

ap is not only very difficult to measure, ¡t ¡s also so small compared to a
that fhe expression in brackels is very nearly equal to 1. So the effeetiue
normaL stxess is p - z, as used in equation (5), and the importance of pore-
water pressure is that it changes shear strength of soils by its effect on
lhe frictional behaviour.

Pore-water pressure îs nof always posilive, reducing the shear strength.
Smal I boys bui lding sand-castles know that negative pore-water pressure, due
to capillary effects in partly water-fîlled pores, can also ínerease shear
strenglh

3.6 CLASSIFICATION OF MASS MOVE]'IENTS

The present basis for classification of mass movements is whether the
material in motion slides along a boundary, like the concrete block, or f lows
in layers with zero velocity at some depth, like the water f low. Both
Sharpef s (1938) classif icaf ion and D. A. Campbellts (1951) New Zealand
classificafion are described in fhe New Zealand fLand Use Capability Survey
l'landbook' (ref . 2) and wi I I not be discussed here.

lfrpurer slips or rpurer flows occur in mass movement erosion, they do
so rarely; the compound types observed in practice are based on the same
principles, buf in a complex mixture.

3.6.1 Slips, slumps, slides

(a) Undercutting or toe-removal - cohesionless materials

Consider first the case when pore-water pressure is zero (i.e. atmospheric).
lf a slope such as that in f ig. 12(a) was once stable it must have been af an
angle equal to or less than 0, as with the dry, granular case considered.

The broken line represenls a potential faílure surface, length L, width b
along the stream direction, and at angle a to horizontal. lf the soi I in
the block shaded weighs fy', there is a force I'/ sin a acting down slope and a
force ff cos c acting into the slope, (f ig. 12(Ð).

0n the failure plane, the shear stress (force per unit area) is

and the shear stnength (p tan + for cohesionless material) is

ss =mltan s

So the ratio of shear stress to shear strengfh on the failure plane is

o-

,9_tano
.ç^S fan dr
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(b)

Fig. 72 : Undercutting in cohesionless material (a) definÍtion sketch'
(b) force balance

The actual location of lhe failure surface rny be uncertain; the ratio
of shear stress to shear strength shows that the shear stress wi I I be greater
than lhe shear strength of the material for øty angle c greater than 0, the
angle of internal friction.

lf the upper soil layers become saturated, or nearly so, the effect of
pore-water pressure fu) is to nnke lhe situation even less stable. The

soi I mass a'bove the potential faîlure surface is now heavíer than in the dry
state, but lhis effects bolh the shear sfress,

frJt sin e
L xb

and the norma J stress across fhe surface,

ilt cos o

What is different is the reduction of shear strenyth by the tbuoying-upt ettecì
of the pore-water pressure, as previously explained. The shear slrength be-
comes

,9S=(p-u)tan$

= 1fft- coq c - z) tan ó' L xb 
rY'|r I
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This shows that the ratio of shear stress to shear sfrength will now be
even greafer, and the shear stress cou I d i n facl be greater than the shear
strength (resulting in failure) at an angle Less thØt lhe angle of internal
friction.
(b) Undercutting or toe-removal - soils with cohesion

lf a ffirm basel, sôy parent rock, exists af some depth below the
surface, the analysis of stability is little different from that for cohesion-
less material. The shear strength (SS = C + þ - z) fan gr) is increased by
lhe cohesion, although it mighl be decreased by pore-water pressure as in the
previous case. Also, this is a definife example of inhomogeneity and there
could well be a much lower shear strength at the boundary between soll and
firm base than there is throughout the soi l.

There might also be other reasons for a weak layer in a cerfain position,
or a number of shear strength variations; it will be best to consider a
genera I case.

(c) A general case - siope stability in cohesive soils

Dr Karl Terzaghi, one of the major contributors fo soil mechanics know-
ledge this century, has saidrrfBecause of the extraordinary variety of factors
and processes that may lead fo slides, the conditions for the stability of
slopes usually defy theoretical analysis.ff (ref. 6, p.232). ln the same
text, he follows that statemenf with 20 pages of theoretical analysís of
slope stability, whi le numerous other texts treal the topic simi larly.

ln spife of the apparent complexily and mathemat
those treatments, they are based on the principles a
paper, and ¡t is possible lo examine a general case
terms. Fig. 13 shows a slope failure diagrammatica

ica I nature of many of
ready dÌscussed in this
n simple, descriptive
ly.

Failure is usually preceded by the opening of tension cracks (fig. 13(a))
and occurs along a curved surface, often represented (in vertical section) by
a circle, Fig. '13 shows a base faíLure, where the failure surface extends
beyond the toe of the slope at its lower end; a sLope failwe is when the
fai lure surface meets the slope al or above the toe.

When examining stability, vve rarely know the position of the failure
surface in advance of failure. The usual approach is fo guess a lîkely surface
and calculate lhe ratio of shear strength available to shear sfrength needed
to maintain stabilify. This ratio is called the rfactor of safetyr. The
procedure is then repeated for different pofential failure surfaces to find
the surface with the lowest factor of safety; the circle represenling that
fai lure surface is cal led the rcritiôal circler.

The block of soil, weight il1, to the left of the circlef s centre, 0 in
f íg. 13(b), tends fo slide the whole mass anti-clockwise. lt is resîsfed by
fhe block of soil, weight ht2, to the right of centre, qlxd by the shear strength
of the soil acting all along the assumed failure surface, length 2".

lf sliding takes place, it will be because fhe moment (force x lever arm)
tending,to cause failure, W1L1, just exceeds the fwo moments resisting it, W2L2
and 55 Lc?, where 5,9 is lhe éhear sfrength. So the shear strength needed
(,9Sn) can be found f rom a balance,
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The
the

l|lLl = W2L2 + SSn Lç n

ãõ _WlLl-llZLZ
--iì-- Lc?

shear strength aoailabLe (,SSa) is
material, and the factor of safetY

o-SSa- SS¿Lçr
SSn tt1L1 - tt2L2

determined from the
(F) for the t f irst

properties of
tryt circle is

(6)

Diagranmatic representation of sìope
la) qhowino çrlrîaccs^ lhì fnr¡e< end

failure in
rli stan¡ac

Fig. 13 : cohesive material
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Other circles are triecl until the lowest factor of safefy, and fhus
the critícal ci rcle, is found. However, equation (6) is not as simple as
mighl at first appear. Reference back to equation (5) shows that the shear
strength of a coheslve soil depends on cohesion, the normal stress, pore-
water pressure and an angle of lnternal friction. The normal stress on
the failure surface in fig. 13 changes along its length as lhe weight of
soil above each part changes; the pore-water pressure îs likely to change
also and so could cohesion and angle of infernal f riction if rlayerst wifh
differing Properlies are present. lt is clear that the value of shear
strength available, 5,9¿ in equation (6), is likely to change f rom place to
place on the assumed fai lure surface in fig. 1i.

The problem is overcome by choosing tslicesf of soil as shown shaded
in fig. 13(a). The shear strength available at the base of each slice can
be computed and used in analysis. This fmethod of slicest (developed by
Swedish engineers before the Second World War) requi res many calcu lations
but computer programmes are available for those who regularly need to perform
such ana lyses.

The method of slices can be extended fo treaf irregular slopes, and
non-circular failure surfaces lf fhere are good geologic or olher reasons to
believe that failure will take place on some other surface shape.

3.6.2 Flows

Much Ìext-book analysis of slope stabi I ity assumes lhat fai lure wi I I

occur by sliding and l¡ltle information is available to show when a soil mass
can be expected to flot't. Conditions of very low shear strength on quite
flat slopes is one possible set of circumsfances; also, flowè often occur
near the toe of a large slump.

For any flow parallel to the surface on a slope, there has to be a
source of soil. Either slumping must be occurring up slope, or there must
be flow of soil in from the sides, or the upper layer of soil must berstretchingr and sinking.

sharpe (ref. 4, p.63) saysrrrThe major and necessary cause for rapid
f lowage is the reduction of internal friction. This reduction is usually
due to the presence in the ground of an excessive amount of water from rain,
snow, hail, streams, springs etc.rt He also acknowledges that, rr... many
rapid f lows sfart with a sliding motion and their active or initiating causes
are in general similar to the causes of landslides ...rf .

Because so little has been reported on conditîons leading to flow, the
approach of the previous section on slips, slumps and slides is nol possible.
The alternative is to examÌne the characteristics of active flows in thefield and attempt lo understand what îs happening; thls is the approach being
employed by the water and soil division of the Ministry of Works in New Zealand.

The principles involved are the same as fhose discussed in the section
on liquid f low, and the simplesl f low model (with any likelihood of beingrealistic) is obtained by treating the soil in a f low as f thickt water. (lvlcre
stricfly, by treating the soil as a rNewtonian fluidt, lhe class to which
waler belongs).
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Velocity prof iles lîke those in f ig. 14 can be predicted by using a
based on fhese princiPles, namelY:

The f lowing soil has no shear strength initially; layers start sliding
one over the other as soon as a shear stress is applied.

There is, at some depth, a surface of zero velocify.

The shear sfress developed in the soil depends on the vlscosity of the
soil, and on how quickly the soil velocity changes with heighf above
the zero-ve locity surface.

(d) bJater is of constant density; fhe mathematics of this model require
the same to be assumed about soi I density.

HE IGHf

SPEED or CENTRE SPEED ot CENTRE

WIDTH

SPFFD ot StIRFACE

(b)

(c)

(")

Newtonian fluid model
are (a) very wide, (b)
(c) in a channel much

velocity distributions for
in a channel much deeper

wider than it is deep

earth flows which
than it is wide,

Fig.14:
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The magnltudes (speeds) of fhe velocity profiles can only be predlcted
if the soil-properties (density, viscoslty) and f low geometry (slope angle,
width, depth etc.) have been established by other means, or by f¡+t¡ng the
model to meaeùued velocity-depth-width relationships.

Other f low rnodels, whlch mlght be more suitable for soil than the
rNewtonian fluidf kind, can be developed by considering different relation-
ships between lhe stress (,5) developed and the rrate oi slrainf <du/dy,
exemplified by comparing the greater rate of strain induced by a water ski
travelling at, say, 40 kilometres per hour ln water only 20 nm deep, with
the lesser rate of strain al the same sPeed in water 100 mm deep).

Newfonian fluids, Ìncluding water, have a I inear relationship befween
stress and rate of strain as shown in flg. 15. The slope of the straigh't
line is the viscosity. There are even more complex relationships than the
others shown ln flg. 15, lncluding materials (thixotropic and rheopecfic
fluids) whose apparent viscosity depends nof only on lhe rate of strain, but
on fhe tine for which shearing has been occurrlng.

STREss G)

6.r"ll,l),r

R¡re or sTRATN ( ii)

Fig. 15 : Relationships between stress and rate of strain for various types
of fluid

Bingham plastics înclude some paints, plastics, slurries and suspensÎons
such as dri lling muds. There is a yield stress, but the relationship is
still linear, making it convenient for analysis, and it could be a useful
nrodel to examine for application to earth f lows.
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4. USE OF TREES

4.I I^IILLOWS AI'ID POPLARS IN THE GISBORNE/EAST COAST DISTRICT

J. G. McKee
(Poverty Bay Catchment Board)

4.1.1 Introduction

ln my introductory paper I explained that trees are the chief tool
for control of mass movement of the type found in thís districf. Mr l''/i llis
will explain the use of conifers in a productive/protective forest and I will
be discussfng poplars and wi I lows.

The subject of poplars and willows in relation to erosion control and
conservation is a wide and interesting one, but my remarks will be related
to controlling mass movemenf. River bank protection and timber production
wi I I not be discussed.

My method of presenting the subject is practlcal and logical before it
is scientif ic. The conclusions are really a collection of experiences and
observations, not scientif ically collected facts. No doubt they wi ll pronrote
an exchange of differences of opinion.

I wi I I cover the fol lowing theres:

The f unction of pop lars and wi I lows.
Tree establ ishment from poles.
Planting patlerns.

4.1.2 The function of poplars and willows

Poplars and willows are used mainly in pastoral land although some have
been planted by New Zealand Forest Service close to gullies. Both poplars
and willows can be very easily propagafed by large cuttings. This fact, and
the fact fhat tall specimens can be planted tn the presence of stock, gives
them advantages for farm use over species which can only be planted as small
trees. Because they are deciduous, poplars and willows are nìore compatible
with pasture than pines.

However, poplars and wlllows, compared to pinus radiata, are rather
fussy about their requirements. Piruæ radiata seems to thrlve in al I klnds
of situations, whereas poplars require reasonable soi I ferti I ity, adequate
moisture and non-exposure to slrong winds for good growth.

Poor growth of poplars on exposed sites, particularly in Manawatu and
Wairarapa, have caused some soil conservators to quesfion the value of the
spe-gies and to wonder about the possibil¡ty of planting and managing Pir-tus
radiata in pastoral land. I wi I I not ake this conceþt of grazing-forests,
or afforested pasture land, further as it is too big a subject. The point
I wish to make novr is fhat în many areas of New Zealand where mass movements
occutì poplars can do well, but there are others where growth is so slow that
their value must be I imiled.
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l,4ore poplars by far are planted than willows. Because of their
abi I ity to produce a good root mat to pave a stream-bed, wl I lows are used

close to gul I ies where water runs for considerable perlods. ln my

experiencé however, shrub willows do not produce a desirable mat; a tree
wi I low is needed.

As we lack a reliable opossum-resisfant free willow, many gullies
have been planted with poplars and it appears thaf, while slower to form,
good mats can be produced from many varieties of this species also.

Root mats, whether on the floor of a gully or down the face of a debris
dam, are a protection against scour.

The two main purposes of poplar planlings are, to reduce fhe water content
of fhe subsoil by evapotranspiration, and to hold blocks of soil together-in
their rooting system. lrlhere there are deep-seated mass moverrents, a poplar
variety shouid have a considerable thirst and be prepared to go to consider-
able lengths to satisfy its moisture requirements.

Unfortunately the relative ab¡lit¡es of dlfferent varleties to absorb
water and to produce a wide deep pattern of strong roofs ls not known.

hlhen poplars are planted on unstable slopes they are often subjected
to downhill movemenf, and most varieties seem fo adapt fo this even when

comparatively young. Poplars are also able to regenerate and increase by
suckering. This is an advanfage over wi I lows and conifers.

4.1.3 Tree establishment from poles

Any bit of a sf ick from fhe cormonly used poplars or willows wi ll grow
into a tree if given the right conditions, but for practical reasons' cutfings
approximately 3 netres long with a minimum mid diameter o1 45 millimefres are
used. Other catchment authorities have different ways of describing
specifications, but all refer to cuttings of this approximate size as cattle
po I es.

The sooner a cutting develops into a
quantities of water out of the subsoí I and
the sooner it wi I I be control I ing erosion.
affect rapid establ ishment are important.

The factors are inter-related, but to
why some poles grow better than others and
divided them into:

(a) those that affect the vital ity or urge

tree capable of pumping large
of holding blocks of soil together,

Therefore fhe factors which can

give a better underslanding of
whal can be done about it, I have

of the pole to growi

(b) those thaf affect or disturb the pole in its critical first year or
two; and

(c) those that affect the general ability of the pole to grow in a partícular
s ite.

(a) Vital ity

Generally speaking, ltalian hybrid poles seem to have a greater built-in
urge to grow than most other varieties. Silver poplar poles are probably af
the bottom of the I ist.
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The fatter fhe pole the greater the reserves. A pole which has been
suppressed or is unhealthy has less urge to grow.

Some pole nurseries localed on terraces become depleted of moisture
in the second growing season and around about mid-January start to drop
their leaves. This is known as premature leaf fall, and poles from such
nurseries, unless treafed, have poor vital ity. The recommended lreatmenl
is soaking their butts in water for fwo weeks before planting.

While soaking is a good insurance for all poles, ¡+ ¡s essential for
those which have suffered premature leaf fal l.

An importanl aÌd to pole vitality, or making the most of a polers ut'ge
lo grow, is the placement of the growth ring. The growth ring is the name
given to the juncticn of one yearfs wood with the next, and just below that
point a pole will put out its greatest concentratîon of shoots and its
strongest ones. Poles of some variefies such as rRobusfat and fGenerosar

tend to die back to a growth ring. While ¡t is nol so important for the
Italian hybrids, except for harder sites, poles cut so that a growth ring
is within 0.3 m of their top, will shoot earlîer and grow better fhan poles
not cut to a growth ring. One of fhe reasons ls lhat their shoots are out
of reach of stock.

Poles planted after mld-September (earl ier for some varieties) do nof
appear to be as vigorous as those planfed earlier, but in a wet winter, when
planf ing is well behind, lhere are a lot of poles planled in this district
into Ocfober; we even have to cuf off shoots. I have heard that in South
Canterbury the best strikes have followed autumn planting, so I think ¡+ Îs
a matfer of f inding the best time fon a particular district. To a certaÎn
degree though, the question is an academic one. ln this district our main
labour force for planting our 1501000 poles does not become available before

m i d-J une.

(b) The first criticaì year

Cattle, by barkíng, rubbing and knocking poles over to get at fhelr
lops, are the main problem, but I will make only a few comments on this
comp I icated subject. To í I I ustrate how comp I icated the subject i s, th is
pasl December, I saw one of the worst examples of catfle barking I have ever
seen, on a property where one would nol expect ¡t. That property was the
Wharekiri soi I conservafion demonstratlon farm, and the damage occurred on
four-year-old trees with diameters up to 150 mm. ln olher words, trees
which were supposed to be past damage.

ldeally the answer is,do not graze eattle where poles are planted, but
cattle must be pasfured and we musf learn why some farms have no cattle bother
and others have it every year.

One of the reasons for poor thrift in the first year is rootlet breakage
through movement of the pole în its hole. This can be caused by wind, stock
rubblng, or movement of the slope. While it is easy to specify 0.8 m as a
required depth of planfing, it is diff icult to be positive about the degree
of soil ramming required, especially with some of our clays that shrink in
lhe spring as they dry out.
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Various methods of planting poles have been compared, but in the final
analysis it comes down to the man. For the average person engaged as a
pole planter, we have found that the driver gives the best results, mainly
because of pole firmness.

One of our ex:All Black clienfs plants poles with diameters like young
lelegraph poles and hîs results have been outstanding, due not only to the
extra stored reserves, but to the sturdy polers ability fo withstand movement.

Hot dry winds can shrivel young growfh in November and December and
opossums and grass grub beetles can also critically damage poles.

(c) site

The overriding factors determining whether a pole wi I I establ ish and
become a funcfioning lree concern the site.

Wind damage on exposed sites is a permanent problem and usually shows
up in the polers first year. ln contrast, site facfors associated with the
soil may not show up until the second year, when the polets reserves built
up in the nursery are exhausted. lt is common on sites with some soil
problems to see newly planted poles with healthy green leaves, contrasling
with yellow stunted growth on poles planted the previous year. 0n occasions
this poor growth is permanent, but sometimes after 3 - 4 seasons the tree
suddenly starts to grow well. This Ìs why the current trîals festing
different varief ies on diff ¡cult soils will take some f ime fo evaluate.

Soi I problems may be clue to too much or foo l¡ttle moisture, the physical
condif ions of swelling and cracking clays, fertility (poles grow much better
in topsoil than subsoil), and occasionally excessive salts.

When sites are poor because of wind, dryness, or very poor ferfility,
then the replacement of poplars by pines should be considered. However,
there is evidence that some poplar varietles are better suited for poor site
conditions lhan others, but thís has yet to be collected, collated and
pub I i shed.

Over-moist soils could possibly be improved for growîng poplars by
s lope dewateri ng techn iques

Before leaving the subject of sites în relation to tree thrift, ¡+
should be mentioned that, generally speaking, less damage is done to poles
by catfle when they are planted in or near gullies compared to when they are
on flats, easy hi I lsides, or basins. Some anti-stock protection is therefore
more important for slope planting than gul ly planting.

4.1.4 Planting patterns

lf we knew exaclly how the deep-seated movements of our mudstone rocks
occurred, and fhe comparative value of differenl poplar varieties for
transpiring moisfure and holding blocks of soil together, then we could go
about designing planting patterns in a logical manner. V'/ithout this knowledge,
all we can do is to plant where we judge poles are likely to esfablish and
where they can probably help to control actual or potential slope movements.
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Basically there are four main situations in this districl.

(a) Paired pole planting up the gullies, say two per 6 metres plus a scatlering
over the slopes at 50 per hectare, but mainly concentrated in basins
between hlll spurs, i.e. the parts of the slopes most likely to move.
Thls type of slope planting is done on land subjecl to slip and minor
s I ump/f low movemenf.

(b) ln areas of mixed siltslones and mudstones, and where debris dams

are required, planting is concentrated near the gully with a scattering
on the slopes, again looking for the places mosf likely to move.

(c) Where the slopes are tess steep, and the rock is a fine mudstone and
subject to considerable earlh flow movements, the slopes should be well
planted initially with only a few poles near the gully. The poles can
be planfed in rows leaving sufficienf widlh for cultivating implements.
Perched earth flows can be treated this way also.

(d) A situation often found in this disfrict is the area with a badly
eroding gully down its cenlre, half a dozen side tributary gullîes and
slope rnovements extending almosl fo the ridges. The main gul Iy is
nol suilable for debris dam work and the area generally would be best
in forestry. However, the farmer points to the number of stock he
winters on the top basins and says he cannot afford to lose the grazing
a rea.

The recommendation in these circumslances is to plant poles only along
fhe smal ler tributaries and in their upper catchments. This practice
has in the past broughl considerable benefit by securing fences and
access tracks, and by providing safer grazing for the upper basins.
The wisdom of providing a second best technique is, of course, arguable.

I have given a very general description of planting patferns. Other
situations rnore common in other aufhoritiesrdlstricts, such as the steep
shal low sl ip-prone land of the Rangitikei area, are lreated di fferently.
There I galher, only the lower 2/3 - 3/4 of the slope is planted, as strike
is poor lowards the top and I ittle benefit results.

Some districts commonly have slips which begin at the top of a slope
where the angle changes, and planting at this point helps to prevent avalanche
types of movement.

My boardts p lantíng inslructions for contractors which include a planting
paltern guide, are given as an appendix lo this paper.

4. 1.5 Concl usion

Last winter this board planted some 153,000 caftle poles; only once in
the last 10 years have the numbers been under 1001000. The poles are planted
during lhe wettest part of lhe year when access is difficulf and working
conditions poor. The job is a hard one and labour is not easy fo find for
work wel I away from the towns.

The basic requirements for poles to establish into trees are relatively
simple. lmprovements in planting are lîkely to be found in befter labour
organisation, more knowledge of when and why catfle attack poles, and a better
understanding of planling patterns.
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Several scientists have expressed doubt thal lrees of any kind can

affecl control on deep-seated movements, because the depth of shear planes
is often well below lree root level. This can be seen in some new road-
side cuttîngs where slope movements in the first winler after construction
bring down banks and the trees with them. The reason why lhe number of
poleè planted is increasing each year, both here and in other districts
with the same problems, is that farmers are convinced benefits have been
obtained. Much is sti I I to be learnt about the capabilities and limitations
of lrees, but in the meantime, even with our presenl planting melhods,
posilive benefits are possible.

APPENDI X

POVERTY BAY CATCHMENT BOARD

HANDLING AND PLAI.ITING
: POLE CUTTING,

INSTRUCTIONS

Revised April L973

Aparl from the obvious requiremenfs of reasonable straightness, healthy
wood, and clean cut, unsplit ends, the points that musl be watched are as
fo I I ows.

1. SIZE AND DEPTH OF PLANTING

Sometimes material not to these specifications may
with prior approval of the soi I conservation officer in

be accepted but only
cha rge .

2. TRIMMING AND CUTTING POLES TO LENGTH

Unless lhe soi I conserva-lion officer
nurseries should be cut lo lenglh so
the top of the poles.

instructs otherwise, poles from
that the growth ring is 75 - 100 mmfa rm

from

Catlle poles

Length Min. diameter Depth of
pl anti ng

Mi n. Max. Butt Mi ddl e

im l¡.rrloo"l ¿¡* I o.at
(poles for planting in tunnel-gullies
shou I d, be longer) r r

Sheep poles 1.8 m 3.5 n 40 mm 30 mm 0.6 m

Stakes for reserves 1.2 n Top diameter
minimum 25 nn

I

0.3 m

Trim side branches as close to the pole as possible.
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3. SOAKING

Do not leave cut poles lo dry out.

It is strongly recommended that fhey be placed wíth their butts in
water for two weeks before planting.

4. METHOD OF PLANTING

Several mefhods of planting poles can be used provided they give poles
suffícient depth and firmness to withstand cattte rubbing. Where conditions
permif (no stones or hard rock) the pole driver wlll givè tne best results,
both firm and fasf.

Poles should lean away from the bank.

5. PLANTING SITE

Poles planted in the wrong place are not only a wasle but are also
harmful, particularly in gullies.

General rules are:

(a) ln severety eroding gullies, plant poles near debris dams. The diagram
shows suitable distances and how the rows of poles up the slope are óff-
set.

Note fhat the winímnn distøtee between poles across the gully is 3 m.

l,\ -><-' n^ +_3-

ê_ 3^. _---Þ

4'\

\.\
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(b) lrr slighf ly eroding, or non-oroding gullies, and along small streams

where érosion prevéntion is lhe e im, plant poles in pairs.with
concentrations on the outside bends. Distances apart wi I I be advised
by the soi I conservation officer.

(C) For upper slopes and basins where erosion is severe, e.9. earth flows,
plant'rows of'poles 10 m apart, with 4.5 n befween poles.

(d) For upper slopes and basins where erosion ls not severe, plant 25 - 50

poles to the hectare.

Pole teant away from bank out of reach of stock

6. PROTECTION AGAINST BARKING

ln areas where barking is likely, some kind of protection such as

corrugated iron, barb wire, empty tins or special plastic netting sleeve:
shoulã be used. The plasiic sleeves should be secured by stapling_to the
eentne of the pole and the bottom should be preferably buried 50'75 mm in
the ground.

4.2 MORPHOLOGY AND SOIL BINDING CAPACITY OF THE ROOT SYSTEMS OF

SOME POPLARS AND hIILLO}JS

R. L. Hathaway
(National Ptañt Materials Centre)

4.2.I Importance of root systems in erosion control

V,/e know that planfing trees on unstable areas helps prevenl slumping
and mass rnovementr'providãd it is nof too deep-seated. This is due to two
factors .
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(a) The reducfíon in soi I moisture by evapotranspiratíon from fhe leaves
of the frees.

(b) The reinforcîng and binding aclion of the root systems on the soil
and subsoi l.

As far as poplars and willows are concerned, I believe the binding
action of the root system is of mosl importance. The reduction in soil
moisture musl help to prevenf soil movement, but as these are deciduous
trees, the reduction can only be in the form of a defícit during the summer
months which has to be replenished.

The root systems of poplars and willows have been little învesligated and
this is not surprising, considering the difficulty în removing complete roof
systems for observafion. However, as the root system is probably the most
important part of the tree as far as erosion control work Ìs concerned, much more
work must be carríed out to delermine the best type of rool system for this purpos

I wi I I briefly discuss the fol lowing aspects of the subject.
The morphology of the root systems of poplars and willows in general, and

the characteristic features of a number of representative clones.
The variation in fhe tensi le strength of individual roots.
The effeets of the morphology of the roof sysfems, and the strength of

indivîdual roots, on the soil binding capacity of the root systems.

4.2.2 Morpho'logy

When looking at lhe morphology (that is, the form) of a root system,
il is importanf to relate il to the site on which the tree is growing. The
site has a much greater înfluence on the morphology of the root system of a
tree lhan on the parts above ground.

(a) Water table

The greatesf influence the site has on the root system is probably
through the LeueL of the uater tabLe, which largely affecls the depth of the
root system. Poplars do not in general have roots penetrating below fhe
permanent water lable. They are fherefore general ly considered to have
flat root systems. This is not true, but it is due to poplars often belng
planted on sites with high water tables. There are many reports of poplars
having deep and penetratíng root systems where the water table is deeper.
However, there is considerable clonal variation in the depth of the root
systems, some clones having shallow root syslems, and some having deep roof
systems on the same sites.

Willows seem less affected by the depth of the permanenf water lable,
as their rools can generally exist below it provided there is suf f icient
aeration. However, lack of soil moislure in the upper levels of the soil
may cause the roots to penetrate deeply in search of higher moisture
condilions.

(b) Nutrient levels

It has been reporfed that the root systems of poplars on poorer soils
were more extensive, and spread several times the width of the crown, whlle
on belter soils, the spread was only slightly greater than the crown width.
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(c) Soil physical ProPerties

It is well known thaf roots will grow more easily through loose
friable soil, so fhe texlure of the soil and the Presence of harder layers
obviously afiects the nnrphology of the root system. lt has been reported
that a root of P. deLtoides has travelled over 60 m through dry sandy soil.

(d) Spacing of the trees

tt has been found overseas that the spacing of the trees can affect
lhe morphology of the root system. With trees close together, most of the
roots grow dównwards, while with a wider spacing, a large number of roots
are found in the surface layers of the soi l.

(e) Descriptions of rooting systems of representative clones

The following descriptions give the general features of the root systems
of a number of poplars and willows planfed în l'lew Zealand for erosion control.
They are based on 2-year-old lrees, grown from both poles and cuttings, on a
sandy loam soil under nursery conditions. Clonal lrends were simi lar for
both poles and cutlings. However, poles fended lo produce more large roots
f rom ihe top half of *he parf of the pole below ground, whi le the cuttings
produced mosì roots from the lower part.

P. l-78

The root system was fairly deep for a poplar, having a number of large
surface roots, but also a number of deeper penetrating roots. Some of the
large surface roots were rrknee shapedrr, travelling horizontally for some

distance, and then turning vertical ly downwards. There were relatively few
fibrous roots in this clone.

After two yearsr growth from a pole, the roof system was aPProximately
3.7 n wide and 1.8 - 2 m deep.

P. t-488

Most targe roots from this clone were confined to the surface layers
(0 - 30 cm) with only a few deeper penetrating roots. However, there were
quífe a large number of fibrous roots compared with l-78, bul they were less
extensive. After two yearsrgrowth from a pole, the root system was

approximate ly 2.7 m wide and 1 m deep.

P. deLtoides

The roof system o'Í P. deLtoides was simi lar to lhat of l-488, except
that very few fibrous roots were present. All the large roots were confined
to the surface layers.

P. yt*tnøtensis

This had a root system simi lar fo l-78, wifh several large horizontal
roots, and a number of deeper penetrating roots. However, there were many

more fibrous roofs than in l-78.
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S. natsuåøta,

The root systems of this willow had many large roots directed downwards,

and only a few surface roots. The root system reached a depth of 1.8'2 n

after two years. There was a large number of fibrous roots.

S. purpuvea, cv. Booth

The system was simí lar to that of S. matsu.dørta, with the roofs reaching
a depth of 1.8 - 2 m after two years. However, the roots did nof penetrate
the ground at such a steep angle. There were many fibrous roots.

4.2.3 Tensile strength.of individual roots

The tensile slrength of a root depends almosf enfirely on the strength
of lhe stele (woody coie). The corlex has very lîttle strength in itself,
and when a root is broken the cortex almosl invariably breaks firsf. So an

important factor is the relative amounf of stele and cortex in roots. There
were substantial differences between clones in this respect, with the willows
having the greatest ratio of stele lo cortex. ln the clones investigafed
the f of thõ cross-sectional area of the root occupied by the stele was:

S. matsudø¿a 50.3%
S. fBootht 47.1
P. yunnøteneis 46.1
P. l-488 30.7
P. t-78 27 .5
P. d.eLtoides 25.1

So even if there is no difference in the strength of the stele, it can
be seen that a willow root may be twice as strong as a PoPlar root of fhe
same size, and this explains observations made in the f ield.

There were also differences between clones in the tensile,strength of
the woody part of the roof, as fol lows:

P. l-78 465 kg/cnz
P. gtatnøtensis 390 rr

S. matsudørta 37O rr

P. deLtoides 370 t'

,9. I Booth t 367 rr

P. l-488 330 rr

This difference was due mainly to differences in the specific gravity
of the roots, and there was not very much difference in the lensile strength
of the cell walls (although P. 1-78 was also slrongest in lhis respect).

4.2.4 Sojl bjnding capacity

To dej'ermine whether these differences in morphology and root strength
had any effecl on the soi l-binding capacity of the root syslem, the load.
required to pull the root systems verlical ly from the soil was measured,
using a block and lackle, and dynanomeler.

Loads required were about 11000 kg for'l-year-old trees grown from
cultings, and about 31000 kg for 2-year-old trees.
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As the larger root systems obviously required greater loads, an index

was used to compare the soil-binding capacity of different types of root
iyster, whereby the load required to rernove the root system was divided by

the weighf of roots.

It was found that the clones with the highest proportion of fibrous
roots had fhe highest slrength index, and also, in these clones, the roots
greater than I mm ¡n diametér accounted for less than 50f of the load

Ëequired to remove the root system. The remainder of the load was due to
friclion and the rools less than 1 mm in diameter.

The strength of the individual roots did not seem to be directly related
to the soi l-biñding capacity. However, because the roots broke, the
differences in strãngth must have affected the loads required to some extent,
bul this effect was ñasked by the considerable dÎfferences in the morphology
of the root systems.

4.2.5 Concl usions

Differences in the morphology of the root systems, esPecially the amount

of fibrous roots, were more impoitant in determining the soil-binding capacity
than the strength of individual roots.

Thus clones with a high proportion of f ibrous roots, such as 5. matsudøta,
,g. f Bootht, and P. yunnøtensis, appear lo be more useful for soil stabilisation
than clones with few fibrous roots, such as P. deLtoides and P. l-78, even

though roots of the lalter are inlrinsical ly stronger.

ldeally, lrees should be planted with root systems having a large number

of fibrous roots, combined with high individual root strength.

Obviously, the size of the root system is also very important, and must

be laken into account. Thîs needs to be determined for older frees than
those used in this study.

4.3 USE OF PINES TO CONTROL EROSION

B. t^lillis
(New Zea'land Forest Service)

Some of the first areas of pines planted by the N.Z. Foresl Service at
Mangafu are in Homestead cafchmenf, where the beneficial effects of tree
ptañting first became noticeable. Homeslead creek has a calchment of about
b¡O necÍare,ranging from 165 m above sea level at ifs confluence with the
Waipaoa river tð ¡ÓO m at the walershed. A number of tributary streams Í"9d,
Homästead creek, and before planting they had badly eroded banks, and most had

active slump and flow erosion above them. During the winter months the earth
flows were waterlogged and far from ideal sites for tree planting; they were

so wet that stock bécame bogged, and access across fhem was most difficult.
From a 1958 aerial photo, up to 12 earfh f lows are easily identif iable and

the eroded stream banks are obvious. Every vestige of the original podocarp
forest has gone and the only trees are scattered titoki and manuka bushes.
A 1961 aeriãl oblique gives another view of the same catchment. lf can be

seen that a slip and añ earth flow from opposite banks have dammed Homestead
creek aboul 1 1500 m uPstream.
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This then was the area where, with some optimism, the N.Z. Forest
Service began planting. The firsf yearts planting was about 36 hectare,
25.5 ha in P. radiata and the balance mainly in poplars. P. ra¿iata was
planled on the better drained country and, following the accepted praclice,
poplars were planted on the earth f lows. While there was very little
knowledge of what species would be best suited fo the area, the earth flow
country in particular was thought unsuitable Íor P. ra&Lata or any of the
more commonly planfed exotic conifers.

By 1964 the worst eroded parts of the catchmenl were planfed. A
1968 aerial photo shows the planted area and the degree of canopy closure
developed by this lime. lt is noticeable that P. radiata planted in 1961
has a much denser canopy than P. nigra of the same age planted in the
adjacent catchment.

By 1969 it was clear lhat the trees were improving slope stabilify,
and the frequency with which floods closed off access across Homestead creek
was less. Before 1969 it was not unusual on relurnîng from a dayts shopping
to find thal flooding in Homesfead creek made lt impossible to get the car
back to the house or camp. Culverts were not practical because of the large
amounts of debris that were carried downstream. Now the situation has changed
dramatical ly. The stream has degraded lo a permanent channel, contained with-
in culverts, arld minor f loods are of shorter duration. Roads have been
constructed across earlh flows which, a few years earlîer, were far too wet
and boggy to risk a horse on. Aerial photos show where roads now traverse
the flows. ln some parts roads were buill too soon, and mainlenance was a
continuing problem unti I the trees ful ly occupied lhe surrounding country.

The most marked improvement in the calchment seemed fo coincide with
the development of canopy closure by the trees. From observalions, and by
comparing pasture with forest, it appears thaf the tree crop depletes soil
moisture at least in the top 100-200 millimetres and there seems to be a
reduction of seepage into lhe gullies. ln quite a few gullies debris dams
were built to help the healing process, and other techniques were applied
designed to slow down the erosion. lnvariably, where works are successful,
the surrounding area is planted and has reached the canopy closure stage.

P. ra&iata is favoured ahead of olher species because it has early
canoPy closure, is easy to establish, and can grow successfully on a wide
range of sites under different climatic and edaphic conditions. At Mangatu
growth conditions for P. radiata are near optimum; the soi ls are fertile,
extremes of temperature are rare and there is adequate moisfure 12 months of
the year. Also, besides controlling erosion, we aim to develop a major
producfion forest and P. nadiata is ideal for fhis purpose.

The present approach is much the same as it was 13 years ago. P. radi.ata
has proved ilself to be the best specíes to plant for the dual purpose of
erosion control and timber production. The only other tree species planted
on a large scale are eucalypts, over about 10fi of the area. We have stopped
all dam consfruction work except in special cases where capital improvements
may warrant extra protection. With radiata pine we aim to planl complete
catchments in one season. The seedlings are planted when they are 250 -
300 mm high and 9 months old, at I x 6 spacing giving abou+ 2,200 sfems per
hectare. At 5 years old, the trees are 6 m high and have developed a
conlinuous protecfive canopy over the catchmenl. By 23 years lhe frees are
30 - 40 m high and a sawlog crop is ready for use.
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DEWATERING

5.1 STRUCTURAL TECHNIQUES

J. R. Bartleet
(Mi ni stry of llorks )

5.1. I Introduction

This paper is not a discussion of sophisticaled engineering techniques.
which providä a quick, if expensive answer, to the problems of mass movement'

whîle retaining walls, sheet piling, rock fills and so on undoubtedly have

their place, tÉey are'seldom applióable to the normal farm problems of mass

movement în which soi I conservaiors are I Îkely to be concerned' However'

to complele lhe picture, they must be menfioned'

This discussion real ly concerns measures which are readi ly aPpl icable
to farmland both physically anO f inancially but which, to a large exfent,
are as much an arf ås a scìence at the present stage of knowledge'

5.I.2 The probl em

ln most types of mass movemenf, particularly earth Ilol:, it seems

obvious that water is one of fhe most'important factors in lhe Process, and

that anything which can be done to reduce or slow down its infiltration or
prevent its ðoncentration in the deeper soil levels will help to maintain
stabi I ity. Also, anything that wî I I drain surplus water from fhe soi I

surface or from lower levels should assist.

Work is proceeding along these lines lhen, endeavouring to work out a

range of techniques apþticable to hill country with medium slopes'

5.1.3 Current techniques

Stages of the complele operation can be given as:

(a) Surface level I ing and land shaping.

(b) Cultivation.

(c) Dra i nage:

Diverling water away from the area under treatment.
Surface drainage.
Water disposal (waterways, f lumes).

(d) Regrassi ng.

(e) Subsequent trealmenl:

Tree planting.
Mole drainage.
Horizontal drainage.

ln fhe Gisborne-East Coast area lhis lype of work is still under

investigation. Smal I areas on Waerenga-o-kuri Soi I Conservation Reserve

were done several years ago and a much sïeePer area was lreated this year'

5.
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At Kanakanaia, work on a 16-hectare area of benlonitic mudstone is almosl
complete. The Poverfy Bay Catchment Board is taking an interest in this
work and awaiting results.

Further south the Havikes Bay Catchment Board has been doing this work

for some time on farms throughout its district, and provîding subsidy
assistance. The paper g!ven by Mr John Porter, Chief Soil Conservalor of
the Hawkes Bay Catchment Board covers this work, with particu!ar reference
to surface levelling and ground preparation as part of a subsidised Programme.

I wi ll now describe the work in more detail.

(a) Purpose of surface levelling and 'land shaping

To restore a disrupted surface to a shape compatible with normal farming
operations.

To eliminate surface depressions acting as ponding areas for water', and

to fill in surface cracks to reduce infiltration of water to deeper levels.

To aid the construction of graded banks, grassed waterways, rcle drains
and any olher measures reguired to dispose of surplus water.

To restore lhe surface lo a condition suilable for a more producfive
pasture cover.

lnitlal work is usually done by bulldozer and may cosl $12 - $25 per
hecta re.

(b) Cultivation

Discing is usual ly the f irst slage of cultivation and makes a substanlial
confrîbutioñ lo smoothing the surface. Where the surface disruption has not
been too severe, discing wifhouf prior bulldozing could level the surface
suff i ci ent I y.

Subsequent cultîvalion aims at preparing the ground for an acceplable
seed- bed .

Cost $75 - $100 per hectare.

(c) Drainage

This stage is somelimes cal led dewatering.

Dtueysion of uater from the area m.der treat¡nent: Sometimes this is
an essential first step before bulldozing or any other step, to dry the sÎte
sufficiently to work on. One or two well placed diversion banks can greatly
improve ground conditions but furlher work is still necessary and, as with
al'l work of this nature, the diversion bank must have a safe outlet, esPecially
¡f it is going to be a permanenl fealure of the scheme.

Surface dluinage.. Th is i s accomp I i shed by construct i ng graded ban ks

across the slope to intercept surface runoff, seePages and springs, and to
conduct the water to a specially made walerway or watercourse of some kind.
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The graded banks should be steep enough to lead the wafer off as fast
as possible without scouring. Unfortunafely this means velocities are
usually high enough to carry off sediment, buf if they were not so high,
water would be held back in fhe channels and little ponding areas would form
leading to greater opporlunities for inf iltration. Also, steep grades allow
more freedom in construction and there is more chance of effecting repairs if
further movemenl of the slope occurs.

Thus grades comrnon ly used are 1 in 20 to 1 in 30, and about 1 in 60
where the full flow from about 16 hectare would be carried. These are based
on experîence as much as on theoretical design. Channel shape is largely
dictated by topography and equipment used in construction.

Regarding the spacing of graded banks, there is no formula. lf cannot
be guaranteed that graded banks will cure earth flows and ofher types of mass
movement, no matter what the spacing, and I cannot define specific spacîngs
for different slopes, soi ls and rock types.

Spacing may be 20 - 40 m apart on the ground depending on the degree of
draínage considered desirable, and accordîng fo fhe number of springs and
seepages required to be tapped. lf an asset such as a road or building is
in jeopardy, graded banks may be spaced af 10 m infervals.

Cost: 12c - 25c per mefre.

Watey disposal: To collect surface runoff in graded banks is
relatively simple, but to discharge this wafer safely on steep, unstable hill
counfry is seldom easy. Gullies are f requently unable fo cope with their
own waler and need slrengthening before handl ing any exfra. Slable water-
courses can become eroding gullies if used as outlets, and what appears to be
a hard dry stable rîdge may soon disintegrafe if required to take water from
a sysfem of graded banks.

The allernatives are to prepare a special channel to take the water, or
to zig-zag if down the slope in graded banks until a main channel is reached.
Both methods have their problems. However, work is proceeding on both these
approaches to determine their feasibi I ity and to overcome the problems
assocÎated with them. With new substances such as bulyl rubber becoming
available, together with new infroducf ions of plant materials, the conslruction
of waterways down fairly steep slopes may not be quite such a hopeless
proposition as previously.

However, much more work has fo be done before any firm recommendations
can be made.

(d) Regrassing

This normal ly fol lows the construction of graded banks, buf somefimes
precedes them, when the area is too difficul't to work, with graded banks too
close together to al low turning room for machinery. lndividual jobs vary
in this respect.

Cost: $35 - $50 per hectare according to seed mixture and rates of
fertiliser.
(e) Subsequent treatment

Txee pLøtting: Poplar and willow planling is a prior rather than a
subsequent lreatment for strengthening the main drainage channels.
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However, it may also be desirable to plant unstable slopes fo reinforce
structural work. Desirable spacings of poplar and willow can only be guessed,
bul the lrees would be best planted in rows between graded banks to allow any
machinery to operate.

MoLe dlqinage: This may be feasible, using graded banks as outlets.
None has been tried in this area so far. Some soîls may suffer excessive
cracking on the surface during dry periods.

HorLzontaL dzaínage: Comparatively new techniqttes in lhis field offer
hope in draining considerable amounts of subsurface water. The subject wi I I

be discussed later by J. R. Hal l, Technician, Ministry of Works, Gisborne.

5.2 LEVELLING FOR SLUMP CONTROL

J. Porter
(Hawkes Bay Catchment Board)

5.2.1 Reason for leve'lling

The practice of whal is commonly called levelling and dewatering is
now well establîshed for mass rnovement control in lhe Hawkes Bay Catchment
Board d i strict.

The two most imporlant factors influencing the occurrence of mass
movemenfs (large scale slumping) seem to be:

(a) the presence of springs;

(b) the degrading action of a stream-bed;

and in numerous cases both facfors working in combination.

Springs can develop or appear at any point along a slope and on any
degree of slope but more often about two-thirds of the way up the slope.
Many springs do not appear on the surface until earth movemenf has taken place,
and sometîmes the depth of the movement is in direcf relationship to The depth
of the spring.

Earth movement is often set off when the soil is completely saturated
after a very wet winter and additional moisfure is supplied by an increased
f low of lhe spring, thus producing a highly unstable block of moisture-laden
soil. The source of the spring becomes exposed and overland flow commences.
This continues to lubricate the movement, and once the earth is disturbed it
takes very liltle addilional moisture to keep the movement active. The
latter factor may explain in part why slump movements contînue to become
increasingly active instead of the reverse. Two other importanl influences
must be added.

(a) Large movements e.g. 4 heclare and more, provide a catchment area of
Ìheir own, with the shear line around the top of the movement and within
the pressure ridge formed along the lower sides of the movemenl. Run-
off, which in the past may have fravelled across the slope to other
existing drainage channels, is now concentraled wíthin the movemenf.
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(b) Drainage channels which previously may have discharged elsewhere may

be diverted by the movemenl into itself.

With¡n practically every mass movement, whether it be severe or only
slight, the surface of the ground is disturbed, either badly broken or only
folãed, Uut in either case the capacity to trap water in the cracks and

hollowå formed by the movemenl is greatly increased, and adds To the water-
holding capacity of the slumped area thus increasing the likelihood of
further activitY.

It is obvious that the water balance of certain soi ls is very crilica l,
as mass movemenfs have often followed such insignificant aclions as poorly
sîled discharge points for road culverts, increased dÎscharges from farm
access tracks, overflows from water troughs and discharges from a system of
graded banks.

It can be seen, therefore, how important for slump control is the
reduction of the water-holding capacity of the soil wilhin lhe movement.

5.2.2 Methods used

Dewalering techniques range between simple operalions to divert wate¡-
away from the movement al the poinl where foreign water is entering it, and

complex operafions planned over a period of up to five years including
conservation practices like debris dams, gully planting, open planting,
retîrement fencing and planting, parlial retirement, diversion and graded 

.

banks, constructiãn of grassed-waterways, flumes, and thatching, and levelling
and sowing down.

I will describe only the levelling and sowîng down operations as under-
taken in thîs districl, where over fhe past two years some B0 hectare of the
work has been done. The method is faîrly simple, requiring a bulldozer and

sometimes a set of heavy giant discs. The bulldozing roughly levels the area
so that all cracks and hollows are filled in and any deep or large pondÎng
areas are removed. T'he giant discs are used to ensure that the cracks are
well fi lled wifh loose soil and to compacf the under-surface. The objecl
is to promote surface runoff, with the minimum of water ponded and retained
within the movemenl. Following this operation a system of graded banks and

diversions can be constructed wîth comparatÎve ease.

Hydraulically operated giant discs are mosf helpful and work on moderately
steep slump movements with ease. The movements often contain very loose
mixtures of friable subsoi ls where ordinary trai I ing discs become buried.

However, the detaîls of this operation are up to the soil conservator
in lhe fîeld. lt is obvious that on some very active movements and on

extremely steep slopes other methods of control musl be used, while on other
areas sti I I it may be necessary to control adjacenf stream degrade.

5.2.3 Cost of technique

Estimated cost per hectare -

Bu I I dozi ng on ly
Bul ldozing and giant discing
Sowing down

Light

$45
$50
$30

Heavy

$75
$ 100
$45

Actual range over the past fwo years: $45 to $100.
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These are costs on which estimates are based and are maximums in normal

ci rcumstances.

A fairly rough seed bed is sufficient and seed mixtures are limited to
the minimum needeð to provide an erosion-preventative cover; additional
cultivation or more sophisticaled seed mixfures musf be at the farmerrs own

exPense.

Subsidy is based on the levelling operation which may include filling
in minor ponding areas or cufting channels to release large ponding basins.

5.3 HORIZONTAL DRAINAGE

J. Hal I
(Mi ni stry of t'lorks )

5.3.1 Siting drainage bores

V'lhere there is mass earth movemenl conventional methods of drainage
includîng those so far oullíned often prove ineffective, too exPensive, or
impractiðal. lt may be that the water îs too deep for a drain to reach,
or the ground too steep, or boggy, for cultivation or for graded banks and

ditches. Nevertheless the water must somehow be removed or control led, so

that the area can be dried out, at least enough for the ground to be worked.
This is where horizontal drainage is most helpful.

The principle of this drainage is simple enough: dri ll a hole info
the hillside, insert a perforated pipe, and let the water flow to a controlled
area. However, it is imporlant to drill the hole in the righl place. Many

earlîer borings (in wet places) were made in the belief that if lhe bore was

long enough, it would fap the water somewhere along its length. As a result
there are many dry holes around.

A dousing-rod is used to locate the water source; then the holes are
drilled in groups of 3 or 4, spaced to cover as wide an area as possible,
bringing the water to a central point.

To gîve an example, a series of 20 drains has been înstalled on Busbyrs
Hill, in conjunction with graded banks, about 70 km norfh of Gisborne. The
pipes spread ouf over a wide area at four levels, with groups below more or
less coverîng gaps in the ones above. Of fhe 20, only 2 were dry - one
because il was too near the surface, and the other because boulders from
earl ier road beds reduced the distance dri I led.

5.3.2 Equipment used

The work at Busbyrs Hill was done with a Hydrauger, a fairly simple
machine, driven by compressed air, which turns a drill into the hillside.
The body of the machine is on wheels, on a rigid bed anchored with spikes.
It is forced forward or backward by usÍng a handle, acling on a cog, which
engages a gear along the side of the bed. lt generally works to a grade
of 1:15 to 1:20, because over 20 m the head fends to drop due to weight
and torque.

To the drill head is connected a series of 1.5 m lengths of pipe.
While drilling is in progress water is pumped through fhe pipes and oul at
the dri ll head. This is partly for cooling and lubricaf ion, and partly to
clear the debris and finings from lhe hole. As the drill head Îs wider than
the pipes, there is quite a gap down which the rubbish can flow.
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Once the hole is drilled, lengths of perforated PVC pipe are pushed

into it as deep as possible. A 25-mm pipe is the most satisfactory in a

50-mm hole, though 41-mm slotted pipes have been used. lf the hole is
bored off course for any reason, it is often difficult lo get the larger
bore pipe to fit properly but the smaller one has more leeway.

The biggest disadvanlage of the Hydrauger is the size and weight of
the machiner-(1OO kg), and fhe fact that a compressor is needed fo drive it,
and a large quantity of water is necessary for flushing and cooling. 0n a

highway tñis is not importanÌ, but away from good access, work is limited
by fhe length of hose from compressor and water supply. lf bores are
¿i¡t ted in conjunction with graded banks there is a better chance of getting
the machinery in posilion.

There are ofher, lighter machines, some of which have an oil pumP.

The limitations are similar to those of lhe Hydrauger. Anolher piece of
equipment on the market which works on a similar principle is the Aqua-Drill.
This is an attachmenf to fil a motorised post-hole borer, which canrat a

pinch, be operated by one man.

Not as rugged as lhe Hydrauger, its uses are probably nrore limited, and

ifs accurucy over long distances doubtful, but it is portable. The drill
and all its accessories, water supply etc, will fit on a landrover, or all-
terrain-vehicle, and reach areas that would be impossible with the heavier
machine. While the Aqua-Drill has not yet been Proven it does have
potential.

5.3.3 Results achieved

The question of whether the system works ïs best answered by lhe
following data. From 20 bores at Busbyrs Hill (2 dry excepl in periods-of
heavy rain) initial f lows fotalled 1,270 litres per hour, rising to 2,860
lilres per hour as pipes became clear of consfruction debris after a day or
two.

Periodic measuremenfs since have shown fluctuations, not entirely
consistenf with rainfal l. Busbyts Hi I I is a smal I catchment (3 hecfare)
aT the top of a hill; sometimes it was a day or two after rain before the
highest flows were recorded, and sometimes the flow rose when there was no

rain local ly, indicating that the water was coming from elsewhere.

During dry periods, the outflow dropped to less than 450 litres per
hour, bul iose rapidly fo over 3,000 litres per hour after heavy rain. This
summer was extremely dry, and all bul 5 pipes stopped running, but with the
return of the rain most began working.

It must be noted that the water would normally have been seeping into
an area that has been moving since '1924, adding to its instability.
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DEBRIS DAMS

6.1 AN INTRODUCTION

J. G. McKee
(Poverty Bay Catchment Board)

6.1.1 Description

ln my view, fhere has been no greater advance in erosîon control
for the V-shaped mudslone gullies of this districf, than the successful
evolution of rel iable types of debris dams.

An unstable water channel has a variable influence on lhe stability
of lhe adjacent slopes but in those places where the influence is strong,
the improvements that can be achieved by using debris dams are often
nothing less than spectacular.

It has already been explained that the main reason for using debris
dams is to aid establishmenl of trees close lo a gully, and thal trees are
the main tool to control deep-seated erosion.

ln the year ending 3l March '1968 the Poverty Bay Catchment Board
constructed 1r400 debris danrs, the following year 1r100, but in fhe last
two seasons the figures were 566 and 850 (173). The drop in numbers was
due partly lo labour problems but also to two other reasons related to
exPerience. Firslruse of dams has become more selective and second, success
is reducing the number of gullìes and sites where work is possible.

It has been stated lhat the severity of erosion conditions and the type
of erosion debris play a parl in the success of debris dams. This is
important to note because if condilions differ in other districts, the same
degree of success may not fol low.

I wi I I discuss debris dams in general under three headings.

Deciding whether to use debris dams în a gul ly.
Planning debris dams in a gully.
Width, heighf and spacing of dams.

Before beginning I will describe the type of dam being discussed. ln
treating a gully, dams are usually builf at 3 or 4 places, spaced some distance
aparf. These are the beginning of separate series of dams. When the initial
dams have caught debris and it has consolidated, more dams are built on the
fill, and the process is repeated until fhe lower series meets lhe one above
or the erosion comes under conlrol.

There are many kinds of debris dams, but the ones which will be described
here are those most used in fhe district. The pole and netting dam, some-
limes known as the rGairr dam, and the timber dam, are more versatile than
the brush dam, because the straight lines of the former two withstand a large
amounf of slope side movemenf. Also, the lGairr dam and the tîmber dam raîse
the bed of the gully (there is very little lift with brush dams) and this has
the effect of widening the channel and helping to support the toe of the slope.

6.
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6.1.? Deciding whether to use debris dams

This is a matter of judgement. The questions to be answered are:

(a) Does the gully really need structures? Can if be simply controlled by

pair pote-ptanting, or bank protection using a few stakes and bundles
àf manuka placed ãgainst lhe loe of the slope? This form of strucfure
is often used in the bend of a gully and is much cheaper than a debris
dam.

(b) Are the surrounding slopes of a rock type which can be materially
improved in slability by debris dam work? Debris dams in very fine
mudstones and very targe severely eroding catchments have only I imited
effect and it is better to spend money on slope Planting.

(c) ls the value of the asset sufficient to balance fhe cost of protecting
it? Very steep gul I ies wifh smal I catchments may not be worthwhi le.
Retirement and conifer planting may be less expensive.

(d) Can a whole series of dams be built? Allernatively, is it possible to
bring importanf sections of lhe gully under control for a Purpose like
establishment of a fence line?

(e) Are there many boulders or tree trunks in the bed of the gully which
could wreck dams when they move down in tÎme of flood?

6.1.3 Planning debris dams in a gully

gnce it has been decided to use debris dams in a gully, a number of
aspecls are taken collectively info consideration:

(a) Sites where debris dams will give the quickest benefit to the farmer,
e.g. stock crossings, securing fence I ines or access lracks etc.

(b) The availability of safe sites for dams and the places where these are
to be found - usually the site for the firsl dam of a series is chosen
for The least number of disadvantages. Sites for subsequent dams can
be nrodif ied by planning the spacing, as expiained later.

The ideal site for a dam is a relatively f lat, straight, wide section
of fhe channel. The gully sides should be firm and reasonably slable,
and if possible the bed should have an outcrop of hard rock for the
water to fal I on.

(c) The particular purpose of the dams - planning for grade control is quite
different from planning for widening the bed or storing large quantities
of debri s.

(d) The amount of debris available and its source - in gullies where debris
originates from many sections of the slopes of the gully, it is possÎble
to sfart a number of series of dams. However, if lhe debris comes from
only one source or there is only a small amount, then risks of dam failure
are încreased by trying to progress too quickly.

(e) The urgency of the project - if there is a very important asset lo
protect, dams will be planned for quick results, even lo fhe extent of
taking greafer risks with dam fai I ure than norma I .
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(f) The condition of lhe gully - sometimes after a particularly bad sto!-m,

a gully ls choked witñ debris or blocked by a large slope rncvement.

ln-these cases slope plantlng can begin, but debris dam work may be

better delayed until the channel is defined by the scouring actíon of
further flood rains.

6.1.4 tlidth, height and spacing of dams

As these items infer-relate to form a complex subject, mY remarks will
be cursory.

Logically fhe minimum width for safe establishment of dams depends on

factors like ihe size of the catchment, likely intenslfy of rainstorms, and

fhe type and quantity of debris maferial. ln practice, however, widths are
most often determineå Uy the available r idfh between the sides of the gully,
and mudstone gullies are oflen very narrow. Even În a relatlvely small
gully a serieã is seldom, if ever, started with a dam narrower than 1.5 m

ånd the aim is to have the channel above much wider lhan this'

The finer the fill material, the shallower is the slope of the debris
fan formed on the upstream side of the dam. Thus, wÎfh dams in a bentonitic
mudstone the debris fan is almost level, and the next dam must be built with
its base virtually at the same level as the weir rail of the dam downstream.
ln argillite, where fhe fflt materlal is much coarser and the fan much steeper,
a lifi of up to 1 in 10 can possibly be tolerated between the base of a dam

and the top of the weir rail of the dam below ¡t. Between these two extremes
there is considerable variation, depending on the size of debris material.

The minimum distance permitted belween dams is 2,7 m bul in practice
the spacing ls usually muci^r wider. This spacing is required to develop a

=.orr'pooll Maximum'spacing between dams 
'is 

whèn a dam is bui lt at the
head of the debris fan or fill produced by lhe dam immediately downstream'

so far, the maximum dam height has been 1 melre, but there are
indications that lhis may be too conservative. Dams 0.6 - 0.9 m high are
lhe mosf common.

By using short spacÎngs and high dams it ís possible to.reshape gu1!Y

channeis in w¡dth, bed levét at difierent polnts, and overall gully profile.
This can be simply illustrated by scale drawings on graph PaPer.

6.1.5 Conclusion

The use of debris dams can at times be hazardous, but it can also be

fascinating work. l+ is important to remember that the primary function
of debris ãams is to assisl the establïshment of trees, and the trees them-
selves wi I I undoubledly have an effect on shaping channels. However, there
is not enough knowledge at present about the effects of trees, and indeed,
about the design of the debris dams.

6.2 THE POLE AND NETTING DAM

J. R. Gair
(Poverty Bay Catchment Board)

6.2.L General reasons for dam construction

The overall object of gully control work is to reach permanent surface
and subsurface stabi I ity pei medium of I iving plant communities. The flrst
step towards achieving fhis ideal in eroding gullies which come within our
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scope is fo eslabl ish debris dams.

The immediate reason for siting a dam af a specif ic location may vary
bul the u ltimate f unclion of the structure is to allow safe planf ing of
poplar or wi I low trees and pasture species.

lnitial reasons for the construcf ion of dams are as follows.

(a) To effect grade control

The typical eroding gully channel în lhis area has a constantly changing
longitudinal and cross-sectional profi le. This is due fo bed level
fluctuatîons occasioned by aggradation and degradation. ll is possible in
most situalions to stabilise the bed level at the site of a dam. Bed

stabilily is essential if further dams are to be constructed af short
distances upstream wilhout each one being completely independent of its down-
stream neighbour.. General ly, every dam whÌch functions properly, automatic-
ally imposes grade confrol on the channel in its vlcinity.

Grade control is offen necessary at specific locatíons like floodgate
sites, stock and farm track crossings, farm water supply intakes, etc.

(b) To reduce channel slope angle

The sfeeper fhe angle of channel slope, lhe greater the velocify and
erosive power of flows in the channel. Dams reduce lhe slope of the channel
immediately upstream of their position by translocatlng and confining the
majority of the orîginal slope angle, over a limited secf ion, to the vertical
drop crealed by their elevated weirs

The consequent sharp increase in flow velocity immediately downstream
of the weir requires either a cushioning apron, or The developmenl of a scour
pool to dissipate the concenfrated energy of the flow.

(c) To raise bed height

Where the toes of earthflows and slumping gully sides have to be buried,
or part buried, bed heîght is raised to create a support at the base of the
movement. lt is raised, also, where an increase in bed width is required.
The debris caught and deposîted upstream of a dam provides the filling.
(d) To increase bed width

lr4,ost eroding gullies have secf ions where the bed width is loo narrow
in relation to fhe volume of water and debris whîch the gully periodically
has fo carry. By widening fhe channel in these situations it is posslble to
significantly reduce the height of these flows and consequently reduce lheir
erosive power.

The increase in bed width is brought aboul normally fhrough raising the
bed height.

(e) To centraìise water flow in the channel

Bank erosion is very common in the average eroding gully. ln some
cases the effect is minimal but in others bank erosion can be the inÎtial
activating or reactivating agent for earth flow and slump movements.
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Dams, particularly in f lights, can have a groyning effect on channel
flow which helps to keep the main currenf of water away from the banks,there-
by minimising bank erosion in their immediate vicinity. lt is sometimes
necessary to construct brush bank profection downstream of a dam to protect
a particularly vulnerable bank. The work is simplif ied by using the dam as
a protecfed anchor.

(f) To trap and hold debris

The oufflow of debris from an eroding gully, with the consequent
deposition downstream, can result in disrupted drainage systems, blocked
road culverts, inundated paslure, elc. Dams can retain a considerable
amount of this debris in a gully by sloring it behind their weirs and usîng
it for rehabilitative purposes at the same time. ln a demonstration gully
in Haumurian argillite 12 dams were built over a 9 month period. During
fhis fime nearly 1,200 tonnes of debris were trapped and stored.

6.2.2 Description of dam

Experience with the strucfure dates back to 1965 when it was basically
designed and successfully fried out. Since then periodic minor rnodif icalions
have been made to lhe original design lo reduce structural weaknesses when
they became apparent.

To dafe, approximately 6,000 pole and netting dams have been built in
fhis district. Over the period an estimated 10f has been lost.

The pole and netting dam is fully detailed on Poverty Bay Catchment
Board drawing No. 2706. lt is basically a 0.6 m - 0.9 m high, leaning,
nelting fence, with wooden poles for a top rail and tied back waratah standards
as posts. This rfencef is builf at a right angle across a stream bed and up
the adjacent side slopes for a short distance.

6.2.3 Material s

The components of the darn are

Waratah standards 1.7 n or '1.8 
m

Netting 41 mm x 0.9 m or 1.8 m (1-5/8tt x 36fr or 72tt) -
17 gauge

Wire No. B g
Stap les 32 nn ( l¿tt¡ hardwood

- Polyfhene 0.08 mm x 0.9 m or 1.8 m (.003 x 36tt or 72tt)
Manuka poles 100 - 150 rm diameler
Manuka brush aprons and as a general alternatîve to

po I yfhene

6.2.4 Costs

An average dimension dam in an average situation currently costs about
$40.00 to construcl. lt is 0.9 m high with a total width of 10 m including
a weir width of 4.9 m, the cost being made up as follows:

Construction time - B man hours @ $1.55 512.40
Materia I s 21.42
Travel I ing, packing and fransporf 6.00

s39.82

A 0.6 m high dam of the same width also costs about $40.00.
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An average brush apron 8.8 m wÎde and 0.9 m long costs about $6.40.
This compr¡ses labour of $5.40 and materials (wire) of $1.00.

To help evaluate dams on a cost/benefit basis the total area (m2) of
lhe debris-retaining weir face is equated wîfh the total construclion cost.
For the average width dams cited above, fhe cost of a 0.9 m high struclure
is $7.53 for i m2 of weir face cornpared with $11.95 for the 0.6 m structure.

6.2.5 Construction

(a) l,ling heights

After choosing the site for a dam, the next step is to determine the
wing heighfs needeã to confine flood water and debris so fhat il all travels
over lhe-dam and not around ¡t. lf the dam is being constructed immediately,
standards can be drÌven about 1 metre into the ground al the wing heighls.
lf construction is to take place later, flagged Pegs are driven in.

(b) Site preparation

The construction site is now prepared. A certain amount of excavation
may be needed, particularly if the bed level is unnaturally high. For a

series of dams a choice must be made befween constructing a low dam with an

apron or excavating.

The channel bed should be made reasonably level over the area fhaf is
to be covered by the nettÌng foldback and front of fhe dam. The area can
vary according to the height of the dam and the widfh of netting used, ê.9.
a dam 0.9 m high requires 1.8 m width of nettîng, 0.9 m for the face of the
dam and 0.9 m for the foldback, so the levellíng required would be about
0.9 m. lf an apron is to be used, then the apron area downstream of the
weir and wings should be roughly levelled and if necessary excavaled, so
that ît is not higher than the netting foldback area. The sites for the
wíngs need only be smoofhed out to about the same width as the bed section
if there is no apron.

(c) Framework

Construct the framework of fhe dam. lf the end wing standards are in
place, the other standards along the front of the dam can be spaced out on

line and driven in. The weir secfion standards and the first wing standard
on either side are spaced at a maximum of 1.2 n apart. For the first wing
standard and fhe nearby weir standard, this measuremenf can be made at ground
level, as wing standards are driven into the ground al right angles to the
slope and consequenlly the distance befween the boltoms of these standards
is always greater than that between their lops. The higher wing slandards
can be spaced up to 1.8 m apart.

All the weir standards should be drîven in wilh the holed f langes facing
downstream and with a 20o to 25o downstream lean on them. A lean is not
necessary on fhe wing slandards. The height lhat the weir standards are leff
above ground level is determined by the required height of the dam. The wing
standards need not be driven in more than 1 metre at this stage.

The weir rail or rails are now strapped tightly lo fhe tops of the weir
standards, on their upstream side, with doubled lengths of No. B wire. The
completed rai I should be as near horizontal as possible. Any poles used for
weir rails should have a minimum diameter of 100 nm, the larger the belfer.
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Manuka or kanuka is generally avaílable, remains sound for a longer period
than say poplar or willow, and stands up to abrasion very well. Rails
should also be straight, wÎth a minimum of laper.

Where possible, a single pole with a natura I bend in lhe centre is
used for the weir rail. lt is placed so that fhe bend forms a dip in the
centre of the weir. Thïs helps to channel the main force of water and
debris over this central section once the dam is full. Where suitable
single poles are nof available, three or more poles are used to make up

the weir rail, with the cerrlre pole recessed under the poles on either side
to form the dip. The ends of the weir rail can be butted into the banks
on eilher side for extra strength.

The wing rails can now be placed and strapped lo the relevant standards.
Preferably, these rails should have their butts resting on the channel bed,
on the upstream side of fhe weir rail, extending at the most suitable angle
up the side slopes to the top wing standards. The wing rails inlersect with
the weir rail at the top of the end weir standards and are slrapped at this
point. Wing rails are generally belween 0.6 m and 0.9 m above ground level
largely depending on the width of netling used for the dam. Any ad.justments
to the heÌght of the wing standards due to the shape of the rails, etc. can
be made before these items are strapped logelher. To do this, the up slope
end of the rail is held by hand near lhe top wing standard, while fhe butt îs
placed on the bed so that the best angle in relation to the top of the end weir
standard and general height of wing required can be gauged. The top wing
standard is then adjusled if necessary and the rail is strapped to it and
the weir standard. Adjustment and strapping to the infermediale standards
is then a simple matter.

The wing rails are not as important as the weir rails, so if suitable
manuka is scarce we often use poplar or willow which generally lasts at least
two years.

(d) Bracing

Weir bracing wires are now attached. For a dam 0.6 m hÎgh, only one
bracing wire is necessary, threaded through the lowest exposed hole on each
of lhe weir standards. A 0.9 m dam has two bracing wires, one through the
lowest holes and the other through the third lowest holes. These wires are
tied-off individually on fhe end weir standards after being pulled reasonably
laut by hand. Bracing wires are used mainly to slop the nelfing rbellying-
outt loo much in a particular panel, by helping lo ease and distribule fhe
general strain imposed on the netting by the debris back-fi I l.

(e) Lay and staple the netting

The dîstance befween the top wing standards on either side is measured
along the ground. Aboul 0.5 m is added to this measurement to allow for
necessary folds in the netting, and the total required length is cut off the
roll and laid out across the upstream side of the dam site. The edge of the
netting is slapled to the weir rail on either side of lhe dip, working from
each side of the dip towards the ends of the weir rail. Once the initial
staples are driven ín on both sides of lhe dip, then lhe netling protruding
above the díp can be cut at the edges and turned down, and stapled also.

The netting edge is stapled at
halfway up the upstream side of the
central section of the weir rai I at
and the wing rai ls at 300 mm.

trîple ply selvage points only, in a I ine
rails. Staples are spaced along the
75 mm, lhe sides of the weir rail at 150 mm
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A fuck or trîangular fold is made in the netting at the wing/weir
junctîon so fhat the top edge of the netling follows the line of the rails.
lf polythene is to be used in the wing/weir corners instead of brush, for a
quick permanent debris fill, then a length of polythene is cut, sufficíent
to entirely cover the netting from a point 450 rnm along the weir from each
corner, up to another poînt at ground level along the wing, which is 300 mm

higher than weir level. One edge of the polythene is doubled over and
lucked under the top edge of the netting. The two items are stapled to
the rails and then the rest of the wing netting can be stapled.

(f) Bury the netting edge

Bury the upstream foldback edge of the netling, and polythene if used.
A narrow trench, 150 mm deep, is dug across the full width of the dam. tt
is siled so that lhe last 150 mm of foldback netting and polythene can be
recessed into it and buried. lf polythene is not used, a dense concentralion
of brush is placed so thaf it completely covers the same area of netting.

(g) Anchor standards

Sife the anchor standards 1.8 - 2 m upsfream from the weir in the
positions given below and drive them into the ground on a reverse lean
compared to fhe weir standards. The second hole from the top in these
standards should be left exposed just above the general bed-level height of
lhe construction site. Some excavalîon may be needed. Smal I doubled loops
of wire are then attached to the standards at the second hole.

lndividual tieback wires are needed on each weir standard and the firsl
wing standard on either side. There should be no more fhan three of these
wires to any one anchor standard. Each anchor standard should be cenfred
in relation to the standards f rom which tíes will be made back to if .

When a tieback wire is put in place, one end is tied to the doubled
wire loop on the respective anchor standard and fhe other end is passed under
the weir or wing rail nexf to the particular face standard. The wire is
then drawn tautly around the standard and rail, and tied back to îtself.
lf is not a good practice to further tighlen tieback wires by driving lhe
anchor standards deeper înto the ground. This generally gives a very uneven
tension on the wires, and the face of the dam may be pulled back from fhe
des i gn ang I e.

For a 0.6 m high dam, where only a 0.9 m width of netfing has been used,
the complete netting foldback area on the bed and up to the first wing
standards (at least) should be thickly covered with rocks, clods, etc. The
more impermeable and stable thÌs covering the better.

(h) Aprons

lf a dam is the first of a series, isolated, or part of a series but
being built to a higher level than lhe general weir level of fhe preceding
dam, an apron is essentîal. ln n¡ost cases this dam is 0.6 m high. A
brush apron can be buî lt as described below.

A 3.6 m length of wire is drawn around each weir standard, just above
the bottom bracing wÌre, so that two equal lengths (1.8 m) extend downstream
from the dam. Lengths of manuka are placed along the line of the dam belween
the wires so that the full width of the gully bed îs covered. When enough
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manuka has been placeC to provide a compressed 0.3 m diamefer bundle, each
set of wires is fhen individually double-twisted on the comPressed manuka.
This process ls repeated twice more with a 0.9 m apron, so that the result
is three tightly bound bundles, closely joined to the dam and to one another,
lying on the bed downslream of the weir. To strengthen the apron in the
centre ¡t is usual to place a stout pole on the bed of the dam on the up-
stream side of the centre weir standards so that it rests against two or
rnore of these standards. Further apron ties can then be made at midpoints
between standards.

The wing aprons are similarly constructed and must overlap the weir
apron in the corners so that wafer does not have direct access to the ground
at the base of the wei r.

The length of an apron in the channel is determined by the amount of
degrade expected immediately downstream of a dam. The minimum length
general ly used in Poverty Bay is abouf 1 melre.

6.3 THE TIMBER DAM AND THE BRUSH DAIVI

t^,. J. Kissock
(Ministry of hlorks)

6.3.1 The timber dam

(a) Description

The idea of building debris dams with treated posts and timber for
durability was suggested in 1968 by Mr Hodson Pearce who was district soil
conservator, Palmerston North at that time. The dams were then developed
at Waerenga-o-kuri and have proved successfu I .

The wooden dam (see fig. 1rp.63) is built on the same principle as fhe
rGairttype pole and netting dam, in that lhere is a dam face, a weir rail and

wings. bimi larly, tree esÍablishment alongside the stream is the ultimate aim.

Particular advantages of this dam are lÎsled below.

(1) lt is strong and durable. The timber should last for at least 40 years
and there is a minimum of metal to corrode and allow the dam to collapse.
It is not I iable to damage by caftle.

(2) lt is easy to construct and can be erected fairly quickly.

(3) lt is easy to estimate fairly accurately the amount of material required
for a particular dam.

(b) Materials required

150 mm x 25 mm (6 in x'l in) ground treaied (0.64) Merch. grade Piru.es
radiata

No. 3 posts under 90 rm (3å ins) diamefer and 1.8 m long for the wÎngs
No. 2 posts 90 mm - 120 mm (3* îns - 4å ins) diameter and 1.8 m long for

the dam wa I I

t round posts 1.8 m long with a 100 mm face, or å round posts for the
weir rail

Galvanised spikes 175 mm long
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GalvanÎsed nails 75 mm long
Sarlon Polymesh Leno, scrub or other material suilable for trapping

debris.

(c) Construction

For a dam 0.6 m high:

(1) Use three boards and a cap rail, with two boards for the wings. I

(?) Space posts from 1 - 1.5 m apart in the dam but make joíns in the weir
rai I af a posl. A splayed joint can be used.

(3) Posts can be put in with a post hole borer or a posf driver or a
combination of the two.

(4) See that the lower edge of the bottom board of the dam and of the wings
is a l¡ttle below ground level.

(5) The bottom board of the dam should be level.

(6) The second board can fif closely against the edge of the bottom board,
clamping the edge of some material, such as Sarlon Polymesh Leno, which
is spread on the upstream side of the dam. The purpose of this material,
which may be about 1 metre wide, is to trap debr-îs and prevent scour
beneath the dam or the wings

(7) lt is irnpontu¿t to leave a space between the second and third boards
and also belween the third board and the weir rail. Abouf 25 mm is
sufficient but the space can vary according to lhe type of debrîs in the
gully. lf a space is not left water is liable to pond and the pressure
of water causes scour beneath or at the sídes of the dam before it has
time to become sealed with debris.

(8) Before f ¡tting the weir raî I fhe wing boards are nai led into position.

(9) The weir rail should be level and extend past the end posts and onto
the wlngs.

, (10) Galvanised spikes can be used to nail the weir rail to the posts and
ga lvanised nai ls for other nai I ing.

(11) The dam is raised an extra board height between the end posts and the
bank. This tends to reduce the velocity of the water at fhe wall of
the gul ly near the wings.

(l2l Finally the Sarlon or other material on the upstream side of Ìhe dam
should be covered with debris and the loose edge dug in so fhaf it cannof
l¡ft.

(tg) ffre first or lowest dam of a series requires an apron. Scrub can be
used. Old tyres wired together and anchored to the dam have been
successfully used as an alternative.

(d) Costs

A number of factors affect costs, but I will quote the cost of constructing
some 0.6 m dams 13 km from Gisborne.
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These dams averaged 4.3 m wide at fhe level of the we¡r and had an
effective face of abouf 2.3 square metres. The average cosÌ per dam was
$15 for materials and $14 for labour, a fotal of $27.

Materials $5.65 per square melre of face
Labour 6.09 per square metre of face

Tota I 511 .7 4

Labour was charged at $2.00 an hour including travelling time to and
from base, 13 km away.

The cosf of materials does not include cartage from Gisborne to the
site.

For a rough estimate of the éost of a dam allow $6.66 per metre across
the width of the gul ly at weir level.

(e) The use of a bulldozer

lnstead of waifing for dams lo fill naturally il is possible under some
conditions to use a bulldozer. lt can be used only if grade conlrol is the
object and if the overall grade of the gully does nol need altering.

Where a bulldozer can be operated a series of dams can be built in one
operation, which is obviously an advanlage.

(1) Where the dams are to be built, roughly shape the bed of the gully lo
a constant grade.

(2) Commencing at the botfom, build the dams in lhe normal way. lf there
is room to manoeuvre, and material from fhe sides can be used for fill,
a number of dams can be built before any filling is done.

While the dams of one series are being built the bulldozer prepares
the sites for the next series. lf the material for filling cannot be
obtained from the sides, each dam musf be backfilled before the next
is bui lt, wilh material bul ldozed down from further upstream.

Recently '17 dams were constructed in a gu I ly in one operation.

The average cost of these dams was $35.53 inclusive of materials, labour
and travelling time, cartage and bulldozer hire. The dams averaged 4.3 n
wide at weir level. With more experience and expertise, labour and bulldozer
cosfs could have been reduced.

For these dams the backfil I was bulldozed from the sides.

Only a limited amount of work has been done in Poverty Bay using this
technique. Further work under a range of conditions must be done to evaluale
its potenlial fully.

Some gullies have hard outcrops in the bed and others have large stones
whích make boring holes for posts diff icult. ln these cases it may be
possible to use standards instead but this sysfem has yet to be developed.
It may be difficult to attach the boards to the standards.
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6.3.2 Brush dams

(a) Description

Although seldom used now, brush dams are useful where there is some
degrade in the stream bed but the sides are stable, €.g. a fan where the
gully meets the val ley f loor. Pair planting of willows may be insuff icient
and sfabi I ity may be needed whi le the wi I lows become esfabl ished.

Brush dams are also useful on fsolidr mudstone whích remains ?solidt
le wet but becomes rubble when it drys. The brush dam collects rubble
creates a medium lhrough which the tree roots wi I I grow.

Advantages are:

Brush dams are cheap when scrub is readily available close to the site.

Manuka col lects rubble wel I and does not deteriorate quickly.

Disadvantages are:

A brush dam cannot survive side movement of any size.

Scrub, if not on the site, is bulky and expensive fo transport.

Cons tructi on

Brush dams are usually ptaced immediately below an abrupt change in
bed level, i.e. below a gully head. The site is roughly shaped so lhat the
scrub can be laid evenly along the channel and partly up the sides without
narrowing the channel.

Scrub is laid about 0.5 - 0.6 m fhick, or more according to the drop in
bed level immediately downstream, and for a length of 1.8 - 3 m (usually about
2.4 n).

The scrub is laid so thaf the ends overlay to make a compact mat.
Half the scrub is laid with bufts upslream and half with butts downstream,
in alternating layers. The first layer is laid with heads upstream, with
the top of the heads trenched into fhe stream bed and covered with rubble.

After the scrub has been laîd, Waratah standards are driven in, in a
I ine across the channel.

Two rows of standards, one about 0.5 m from each end of the scrub, are
usually enough, according to the lenglh of the scrub. The standards are
spaced across the channel with one on each side and the ofhers in the bed.
According to the width of the channel, fhe slandards can be spaced up to
1.2 n apart.

When the top hole in each sfandard is level with the scrub, No.8 wire
is threaded either through the top hole or through a double loop of wire that
has been attached to fhe top hole. One end of the wire is firmly secured to
the standard on one side. The other end îs partially secured to the standard
al the ofher side. This will allow adjustment if the lenglh of wire required
to pul l the scrub tight is not estinnted correctly.

The standards are driven hard in to draw fhe scrub fight and compact,
forming a flat weir with lwo wings. When driving the standards, it îs better
fo alternate from one to another ralher than drive one slandard completely home.

( 1)

(2)

(b)
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,- WEIR RAIL

BOA R DS

CROSS SECTION

ELE VATION

MATERIALS
l50mm x25mm (6"x1") MERCH. GRADE PINUS RADIAIA,.

(GROUND TREATED O 64)
PoSTS l,Bm LONG gOmm -l 2o mm 131/2"- 41/2"1 DIA' FOR

POSTS I.8M LONG, UNDER. SOMM (3Il2) DIA FOR WINGS.

POSTS I/4 ROUND WITH IOOmm FACE FOR WEIR.

MATERIAL TO TRAP DEBR]S

ABOVE FLOOD
LEVEL

SPACE OF ABOUT

Fig. 1 : Construction of timber dam
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6.4 DEBRIS DAM SPACING

D. S. hJílshere
( Mi n i s try of t'lorks )

6.4.1 Introduction

I wi ll describe a theory which helps to plan the locations of a series
of debris dams in an eroding gully to slow down the erosion rate and to
encourage aggradalion. The accumulaled material promoles vegetative growth

in tne õurrv-f loor, and gives foe restraint to gully side slopes.

The lheory is based on modern concePts of channel stability and is
fitted to particular gul I ies by measuremenl or estimation of characteristic
pa ramete rs .

6.4.2 The method

(a) Theoretical base

As firsf proposed by Borlasel, the method was based on the description
of a stable alluv'ial channel by Laóeyrs regíme theory4. The theory was

based on measuremenls made on silt-laden cãnals cut in fine bed maferial
(silt-sand size) in lndia.

Ì'4ore recent theqretical developments on channel stability (Henderson2)

were incorporated by Howie in lhe publicalionrA Design Procedure for Gully
Control by Check Damst3, and it is this procedure which this paper will
qua I itati ve ly discuss.

The theory describes the characterislics of the stable channel which

would be formed in alluvium of given particle size distribulion, in response

lo a characleristic channel-forming discharge.

The plunge pool characteristics derived are unique and particularly
valuable.

(b) Application of techniques

Substitution of fhe measured and estimaled values of the variables in

fhe appropriate formulae allow both the channel cross-seclion and the sfable
channä'l slope to be determined. The equations can be solved directly - or
more expe¿iiiously, the design charts presented in (3) can be used'

From a stream channel and cross-seclion survey lhe desirable profi le
for gully stabilily is chosen. Then, knowing the dam height and the stable
slopã, the dam tpuåing and widths are determiñed. The study may also show

that å particular r"qüun"" of dam building will best achieve that profile.

(c) Measurement difficulties

The method assumes that channel is formed in non-cohesive al luvium.
This is rarely the case, buf is more appropriate for argillite gullies than
soft mudstone ones.

Many of the channels are ephemeral, and the concept of a-tdominantr or
channel-?orming discharge, with a channel bed armouring itself with d75 size
material in response to this discharge, is hardly appl icable.
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(d) Practice

ln practice the method should not be applied blindly. The initial
dams should never be sited wlthout a careful study of the actual gully to
assess locafions.

6.4.3 Phi losophy of appl ication

The major value of lhe method is not confained by the difficulties of
making paramefer assessments. A uniform technique to assess gul ly control
proposals is presenled, and provides a rational basis to compare and rank
(on an economic basis) schemes within a region.

6.4.4 References

1. Borìase, 0. M. 1966: GuLLy contnoL by eheck døns - Poverty Bay
Calchment Board, Report No. 1805.

2. Henderson, F. M. 1966: )pen ehøtneL flou, Macmi llan.

3. Howie, hl. R. 1968: A desígn proeedune fon guLhy control bg eheek døns,
Water and Soil Division, Ministry of Works.

4. Lacey' G. 1966: A general theory of f low in alluvium, JountaL I.C.E.
(London) 27 p.16.
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INTEGRATION OF SOIL CONSERVATION hlORKS

J. T. Hogg
(Rangiti kái/Wanganui Catchment Board)

7.I INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses the relationship between
jobs, and their development by logical progression
consuming big quantities of labour, materials and f

solated soi I conservation
nto large scale projects
nance.

ln most areas a built-in conservafism makes it necessary to introduce
soi I conservatîon as a sfep by sfep process, commencing with a series of
demonstrative single practice jobs rather than a complete scheme. The
massive conservation effort underway in the Poverty Bay dislrict loday has,
in common with simi lar schemes in other districts, evolved painfully slowly
over a long period.

Basically, soil conservation work can be described as an act of faith,
and therefore before any work can be done, the firsl requirement Îs to develop
lhe farmerrs confidence in the soi I conservator.

7.2 SINGLE PRACTICE WORKS

A farmer with erosion problems has had to adapt to them over the years,
so much so thaf before any conservafion is done, the first step is to get him
to recognise thal he has problems. How often has a soil conservator been
greeled af the farm gate with the words: rrThere are no problems on this
farmrf, only to find on inspeclion that there is enough work for the next ?0
years? This basic inertia is particularly diff icult to overcome, because at
that stage the soil conservator may be unable to show examples of what can be
done, and will probably be recommending practices entirely foreign to the
farmerfs beliefs, and quife contrary to public opinion in the district. Thus,
before the farmer is prepared to carry out work as advised by the soil
conservator, he must have confîdence in lhe conservatorrs judgement and ability,
at least To the degree where he is willing lo try lhe techniques recommended.
Once several farmers have carried oul works it is possible to take others to
inspect the projects to evaluate the work and obtaîn the opinion of fhe farmer
doing the job.

Undoubtedly, converted farmer opinion is the most pofent weapon avai l-
able lo the soil conservator to bring abouf development and extension of his
ideas, and if he can harness and use it he will generate a rapid change of
atlitudes in the district.

Therefore, when the first works are inilialed in a new disfrict, it is
important to choose the most suilable farmer for lhe purpose. He should be
looked upon as a rrgood farmerrf by the rura I cormunîly, he should be artículate,
and the job should be readily accessible and preferably visible from the road.

Perhaps one of the mistakes made by North lsland soil conservators was
carrying out many of the initial works on the properties of farmers primarily
interested in tree planfing. At fhat stage these farmers were looked upon by
the remainder of the collmunîly as free planting rtcranksfr, and not necessari ly
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good farmers. Perhaps faster progress could have been made if the efforts
ñad been aimed at farmers more accepted by the remainder of lhe communify.
However, these so called rrcranksrr supported lhe soil conservators by their
tolerant attilude towards tree planting, at a time when techniques of
establ ishing trees in the Presence of stock were evolving.

When înterested farmers go to a demonslration, there is maximum impact
if the farmer on whose property the work is being done is allowed to demonstrate
the project in his own way, using his own ideas.

7.3 THE WHOLE FARM APPROACH

However successful single practice works are, it becomes necessary
eventual ly to prepare a comprehensive scheme. 0n the average hi I I country
property, soi I conservation just cannot be categorised into single praclice
problems. There is a merging into and a relationship between one problem
and another, so that a combinalîon of counter measures must be designed to
cope with lhe overall situation.

The main pitfall of single practice work is that the spectacular and
obvious types of erosion are shown to the soîl conservafor first, whereas,
in the long run, these may not be the most imporlant problems. ln lhe early
days of soil conservation, lhis approach led to attempfs to treaf very
difficult problems at a time when adequate fechniques had not been developed.
Much effort, time, and subsequently prestige, was lost in attempting to deal
wîlh problems beyond our capabi I it¡es at the time.

It has been found, bolh overseas and in New Zealand, that the whole farm
approach is a npst effective way of dealing with on-farm erosion problems.

This approach considers not only the physical features on the property,
such as soilsr gêology, topography, erosion, and superimposed factors such as

subdivision and the current slock management system carried out on the farm,
bul also finance available lo do the work. lt is imporlant to consider the
personalify of fhe farmer before drawing up a works programme, so that Ît can
be geared to his temperament. ll is therefore necessary to consull the
farmer írequently and carefully to ensure thal lhe programme is within the
financial capacity of the property, and can be physically handled by the labour
avai lable.

Alfhough lhe initial plan will be on a f ive year basis, it is necessary,
when planniñg works, to look many years ahead lo the ullimale developmenl of
fhe property. Current management practices musf be critical ly appraised,
not only for their effects on erosîon, but also for effecls on the programme
to be adopted. This is a particularly sensitive area, as changes may alter
the farmerts income. Therefore great care must be faken before recommendîng
any changes.

Farm development must be considered together with the soi I conservalion
programme. For example, if a farmer intends to disc a paddock in a certain
year, and crop the paddock before grassing it again, this is a good opporlunity
to carry out planting. ln the two or three year period there wi!l be a

relatively low stockíng rate, and trees can be well established before f ull
sfock pressure is again appl ied.
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Most classes of hill country are subjected lo severe sheel erosion,
and pasture and stock management can markedly influence fhis insidious problem.
Using lhe point analysis technique, it has been established that oversowing and
Topdressing on sleep sunny slopes may decrease the percentage of bare ground
by up to 20fr. Therefore if pasture improvement is encouraged surface wash
wi I I be reduced, and carrying capacîfies wi I I also improve.

The change from set stocking fo mob stocking helps to control sheef
erosion because only one paddock at a time Ìs in a vulnerable posilion.
It'lcb stocking also appears lo cause less damage to newly open-planted trees.

lf lhe conservator can influence the farmer into adopting techniques
beneficial for soil conservation which also increase farm income, then the
extra income so generated mîght be used for less directly producfive
conservation work such as tree planting.

For every dol lar of direct subsidised conservafion expendifure, about
15 to 20 dollars is expended on farm development, much of which has side
benefits for conservation. lt is therefore important for the conservator
to be able to înfluence the programming of lhis development work.

ft/hen a farm plan is drawn up, potential as well as active erosion should
be considered.

To lake an exlreme example, if a gully is eroded and deeply entrenched,
a lot of erosion debris has already gone downstream, and the degrading and
extension of the gul ly has already created access difficulties. The besf
value for money expended might Then be derîved by planting in watercourses
which have nof yet eroded, but could be a problem some day. ln other words,
for a given expendifure, a much longer chain of protection may be gained by
trealing the potential problem than concentrafed expendilure in the gully where
the damage has already occurred.

0n South lsland high country and North lsland coastal sands, correcf
stock and pasture management plays a key role in stability. lt may be
necessary to set out specific grazing programmes on such critical land,
paddock by paddock. Management changes must be careful ly considered, lo
ensure fhat they are practical and that fhey really will bring about the
changes desi red.

The main disadvantage of farm planning is that preparafion time seems
excessive, parficularly for the first few programmes in a new area. Once
basic conservation and managemenf techniques have been devised however, progress
is much more rapid.

The farm plan approach al lows priority assessment of lhe various
conservation problems on the farm, and permits co-ordination of conservation
work and farming activities.

When the plan is commitled to paper, the farmer can provide for futurefinancial and other needs and the catchm nt aufhority will know ils future
requirements for planl maferials and subsidy finance.

ln summary, a farm plan could be defined as a record of proposed farming
rperafions, extending over a period of years, în which soil conservation
requirements are integrated wilh farm development to give a balanced prograrnme
aimed at increased land stability together with more efficient land use.
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7.4 CATCHMENT AND REGIONAL SCHEMES

7.4.1 Problems of application

While the water and soil conservation plan may solve on-farm problems,
soi I erosîon does not necessarily stop af the farm boundary. lt îs essential
lo consider erosion problems on a whole catchment basis, or even over a whole
reg i on.

Where downstream benefits result from soi I conservation works in fhe
upper catchment, or where the erosion problem is too difficult or widespread
for farmers to finance the local share, it may be necessary to adopt the
catchment approach.

lncreasing emphasis is being puf on the use of soil conservation
measures to protect downstream engineering works. ldea I ly, soi I conservation
should precede engineering works by perhaps as much as 10 years to al low
sufficienl time for the vegetation, (usually trees) to stabilise the cafchment.
Unforfunafely, because of the way schemes are financed, it has not so far been
possible to carry out lhis catchment work much in advance of engineering works.
Some way should be found - perhaps by way of temporary loan from the Soil
Conservalion and Rivers Control Council - to phase works more satisfaclorily.

The value of soil conservalion measures in protecfing stale and county
highways, rai lway fracks and urban water suppl ies, is being increasingly
recognised by the relevant authorities in charge of these works, and a number
of schemes are being implemenled. These works are, again, offen something
of an afterthoughl and are not adopted untll the instability of the country
has been discovered the paînful way.

The Soil Conservation and Rîvers Control Council has long promoted the
catchment control scheme as an effective method of controlling large scale
erosion. However, the complex procedures required to carry out classification
to obtain the local share (based on benefit received), have allowed only a few
schêmes lo be put into operation so far. Those that are completed have been
highly successful.

The councî I has recently given considerable increased delegation to
catchment authorilies, of up lo $301000 for calchment schemes. lf ratîng
by agreement, under the Soil Conservation and Rivers Conlrol Council Act or
the Loans Act, can be used, then considerable progress will be made with the
smaller type of catchment scheme. The larger scheme will still require a
ful I scale classification.

When a group of ratepayers asks for comprehensive works, the catchment
authority prepares a rough estimate of costs and a trial classification to
test the feel ings of ratepayers affected by the scheme.

lf approval is given, a detailed estimate is prepared, and the scheme
is classified. The classification must be based according fo the benefits
to be derived, in words of the Aclrron a basis of rating that is equitable
as between ratepayers, and as between groups of ratepayersrf.

7 .4.2 Use of 1 and capabi ì ity assessments

After the decision has been made to draw up a scheme, the nexf step is
to prepare a land capabi I ity plan.
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The usefulness of land capabi I ily mappíng has often been questioned
by soil conservation staff in the field, parlicularly by those working on
small hill country unifs where the opporluníty for marked changes in
management or for alternative uses of land according to its capabilify are
limited. Yet there is no doubt that land capability mapping is really
useful on the larger farm plans and catchmenl or regional schemes.

Land capability assessment gives the planner an easy-to-assimilate
picture of the varÍous land classes; it allows the correcf perspective to
be taken, and interpretations to be placed on fhe problems, and it shows
where fhe main efforts should be concentrated. ln lhe Gisborne district'
for example, lhe identificalion of various subclasses of class Vll land puts
planning and estimating on a much more accurate basis than would be possible
olherwise and also provides a basis lo determine priorities.

Land capability has been used as a basis for classification and
apportionment of the local share in the Mangateweka-Toe Toe catchment scherne.
On catchment schemes comprising mainly soil conservalion works, this form of
classification seems to be a reasonable method of apportioning costs.

7.4.3 Steps in scheme proposals

ln the pronrotion of catchment schemes public relalions play a nost
importanf role.

When engineering works are designed, it is often possible to predict
quite closely the benef its which wi ll fol low the construction of a parlicular
work. For example, a certain sized stopbank will control flooding of an X

return frequency, and the engineer can be quite confidenl about the results
which will be achieved. The scheme plan will therefore be put before rate-
payers for their approval or dissent, based on specific benefit which can be

derived.

Wilh nrost types of major soil conservation works, which may require
changes in vegetalion, land use or possibly management sysfems, results can
be predicted only in lhe form of lrends occurring in a cerlain direclion and
therefore, the degree of benefit is necessarily a matter of opinion. There
is thus a wide scope for argument between catchment authority and ratepayer
when assessing the benefits and the contribution to be paid. lt is mosl
important to meet individually as many ratepayers in the scheme as possible
and describe the proposals and their likely effect. This is a slow, pains-
taking way, but ¡t is nevertheless essential fo ensure an underslanding of

what the scheme proposes to do. lndividual fami I iarisation should be carried
out before the formal meelings with:-atepayers when the board puts forward
proposals to obfain a formal resolution on the scheme.

Once a scheme is approved, the catchmenf aulhorify normal ly undertakes
scheme works itself, and the income provided by rate revenue allows work lo
be programmed at a steady pace, much less subject to the economic fluctualions
which produce the slop-go progress normally associaled with isolated or farm
plan works schemes.

7.5 FUTURE TRENDS

Catchment authorities, almost wifhout exceplion, have had severe
diffîculties in financing administratîon, arising nof only from fheir new
respons¡bilitîes under the 1967 Act bul, in common with other local authorities,
from inflationary increases in costs which cannot be recouped from relatively
fixed rating incomes.
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To overcome these diff¡culties, pressures are being brought towards
amalgamalion and rationalisation inÌo larger, regional, units which will
develop strong viable local government. Catchment districts, in many
cases, provide good examples of the regional approach along specialisf lines
and authorilies find themselves in a strong position fo furlher fhis lrend.
There seems no reason why calchment planning for soil conservation and rivers
conTrol should not be extended to cover water resources, pollufion and possibly
noxious weed and animal confrol, or any olher simi lar acf ivity which impinges
in some way on the well-being of the river catchmenf. As competition for
land and water develops, overall plans will be needed so that these resources
can be used effectively.
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